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When 1 met Kuehnslle, I woe eighteen and he atout twenty» 

two* Ho come to Jena, God knows why, and I was in Jena, to study 

God knows what» He Joined our student circle, which besides my 

brother and myself, consisted of a history professor who was hard 

of hearing end a few other friends* 

Kuehnelle was a stately young man with rounded face features* 

Hot only the hearts of women fluttered after him* We saw immediately, 

we were not having to do with on ordinary man* Naturally, ho had 

his secondary schooling behind him, and registered for several lecture 

courses like the rest of us, which, however, did not make him more 

like any type of student* Before we became more closely acquainted 

with him - if one can really speak of a closer acquaintance with him - 

we did not know what £Q should make of him* One day I found out, 

- and that from him, that he formerly had n great strength in his hands, 

but unfortunately he overplayed his right arm* In short: he had 

renounced a career as a pianist* 

Kuehnelle's family lived in Leipzig and Dresden. They had 

Italian blood in them* 

In his outward appearance, Dietrich Kuehnelle differed from 

us by hie fitness for drawing room society* More stately, more 

broad-shouldered, in short, more manly than fce wore, during 

tae day, a black cutaway trimmed with braid, a black, large Homburg 

hat, a summer overcoat over his arm, a pair of li^it-colored gloves 

in his hand* 

He had blond, thick, curly hair* But this blond, often some¬ 

what insipid Germanic type, was disproved immediately by two dark, 

fiery eyes and by a passionate Inwardness, which filled him but 
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did not come to light during the first weeks of our acquaintance* 

Whon it did express itself, it was as if a container which cne 

believed to be filled with milk proved itself to be full of fiery 

wine* 

Kuehnelle looked down on us* He confessed to me later, why 

he had kept silent during the first weeks of our acquaintance* 

My brother and 1, so he said, had attracted him* However, what we 

had said, done and how we carried on, and the way we had said, done 

and carried on during mealtime at night in the inn; all that, ap¬ 

peared to him painfully disappointing and offendingly immature* It 

had actually repelled him* His idea was to disappear from Jena al¬ 

together suddenly and without leave, as he had already let himself 

become too deeply involved to get free from us without an open 

break, should he remain in the place* 

What finally kept him, was his liking for me* 

He made these confessions to me months afterward* My views. 

In reality, brought me to loggerheads with him less frequently 

than with my brother and my other friends* What 1 aspired to was 

art, not science* The question was: should I become a sculptor, 

or should I even strive toward something which one, in reality, 

either is or is not, but can never become? The so-called Meinlnger, 

whom I saw as a boy in the city theater at Breslau, had instilled 

in me a passion for the theater, and a burning ambition to write 

dramas* I did it too, and so it then happened; I read proofs and 

fragments at hand one day to Kuehnelle* On such occasions my brother 

went into raptures* Moreover, my friends also allowed themselves 

to be carried away* That was not to be achieved with Euehnelle* 
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Here too one perceived his Incorruptible superiority* He did 

not say no to that which he heard* But his conception of a 

poet*s creative power was synonomous with such on unheard of 

blessing that he could not see in my submitted proofs the re¬ 

version of such a blessing* KueMfchimself, whose musical abilities 

I could have no Idea about at that time since ho never played be* 

fore ust denied-himself every attempt at composition* To accomplish 

true greatness is hardly given to one amorg millions* he said* He 

would not join the big march of arrogant fools* in watch he* like 
would   

each one of them, ^believe himself to be the ONE* 

It Is true, he did not express It in that manner* His protests 

were never forcible or solemn, but rather held In the form of ques¬ 

tions, whereby he took a sharp look at one as If through glasses - 

he did not wear any* 

To a certain extent, but without meaning to offend, he behaved 

himself at our meetings like someone who joins without really be¬ 

longing* 

Why the old bachelor and professor of history had found his 

way to us, I no longer con tell today* My brother and Pfaff, the 

fifth in the group, were studying natural science* The sixth, 

Haolhuus, in spite of his youth, was already a shining light In the 

domain of comparative philology* It was evident that he would at¬ 

tain his goal, a professorship* In his early years, as he alroady 

had about him the marks of a man of learning* aid that already in 

à state of ossification* Of discussions beyond his domain of 

learning, he took no cognizance* Incre was also a Mr* von Gabier, 

a Balt, and a foie whose name I no longer remember* So, on the 

whole, our group was a little thrown together, and If It remained 
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together for a while, that was not because of an idea which perhaps 

might be common among us and would have banded us together, but 

because personalities attracted one another so that they found 

pleasure In each others company without rightly knowing why# never¬ 

theless, as has been said, Kuehnelle appeared to consider himself. 

In a certain sense, as apart from us all, and to be only our guest# 

He had become, as he told me, disappointed over my brother# 

Perhaps that was due to the fact, he thought, that after he had 

long observed him during lectures, in taverns, and in the street, 

he had been carried away In such a manner by his personality, that 

he had sought his acquaintance much too eagerly# What the dlsap- 
'toij fug confidentially 

polntment rested on, he laid down more than once under four eyes# 

But It has unfortunately slipped my memory# Konrad, my brother, 

was living at that time In an Idealistic Intoxication, in a two¬ 

fold Intoxication, since he not only become Intoxicated over Darwin, 

Buechner, Haeckel, Spinoza, and others, but mostly over himself# 

Tne pressing fermentation of his all enlivening, most lively mind 

left him no time to take Interest In the actual experiences of 

others# Just this, however, it might have been which Kuehnelle 

had hoped for# 

It did not take long, of course, until we, or better until I 

saw storm clouds gathering In the manner of this apparently very 

sound, ever cheerful young man# There began to crop out unusual 

utterances Which hinted at mysterious things with which his existence 

seemed to be burdened# This struck me as being still more odd since 

my new friend made the Impression of being physically fit and also 

a well fed person, and not the least little wrlrkle of care was 

noticeable on his handsome, cheerful countenance# If one disregarded 

the uniqueness of his appearance, one found In him the well-reared. 



rich burgher*8 eor^ who had always enjoyed a bountiful table* 

a good bed, a warm room, and each and every comfort of living, 

who n.ver load learned to know want and care» 

The disclosure of the occasional storm signal’, revealed, 

however, on Inner struggling place and upon it a by no means easy 

lif© tor become evident; this, of course, only fleetlngly* The 

matter concerned Itself with disputes which Euehnelle had to thresh 

out within himself, with himself, and against himself# Around the 

young man, however, emerged hastily drawn sketches of members of a 

family, which, separated through irreconcilable disagreements, 

seemed to stand under a heavy doom# 

In my family also, differences of opinion, disputes, dissen¬ 

sions of eveiy kind were not unusual, but they did not have^os 

here, an irreconcilable character# 1 too deplored a school education 

which, as I believed, had robbed me of my self-respect and Injured 

205 In tiro spine, so to say# He, on the other hand, spurned, yes, 

cursed his whole youth, hated his educators, father, mother, and 

teachers without exception, and in^an attitude that any thought of 

understanding them, of excusing them, or even pardoning them could 

not come remotely into question* 

In long, unflagging, tenacious wrestlings with himself, as 

he said, he had cut his way through and made himself free# It 

was due to his oppressors, to his tormentors, to his stupid and 

malicious persecutors, to this union of criminals protected through 

laws, WI10 with sadistic delight and low, satanic determination had 

sought to disfigure his body, to kill his soul, but had succeeded 

neither in the one«or the other# Their secret plots were not deep 



enough; ho had dug his deeper# However, ho had only attained 

that bocause he had early u masked the real face of all those 

w 10 had taken sue A on unwanted anl Imi dent Interest In him* 

Prom then on, no form of so-called exhortation, of advice or 

admonition, no form of nnmby-prmby hypocrisy had deceived him 

any more# It had found in him the ever resolute op >onont Who 

armed himself and defended himself with all conceivable means 

ega nst them# Every weapon earned >eimlsscble to him# After 

Having now come by a simple method and manner to the knowledge 

of the low treachery, which one calls the education of youth, 

he had conceded himself all possible means. For whnt else was 

it, wnleh this so-called education amountrd to, except that used 

when wishing to hinder a captured bird of prey from flying? It 

means nothing else than making his wings useless* Truly, not so 

apparent to the eyes, but artful# subtle, and secret; but for 

tbit reason also is human mutilation so much more complete# First 

the use of his vigor is denied the boy, and then the consciousness 

of his strength is robbed# Th re is never any Question about the 

justice of it# The feeling of being without any rights is im¬ 

printed with a glowing mark on the mind of a man, AS soon as this 

has happened, on^mokes uca of the wound for purposes of the laming 
as 

and humiliation, Jrifee ono âoes with a st^er which one leads by 

means of a ring drawn turough tho septum of his nose. 

The instructor allows no contradiction, through which the 

highest right of man^to de fend3 himself against injustice, is 

taken from tho pupil* Thus, they had made him silent, said 

Zuehnelle, in order to provide for deafness also immediately 
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afterwards* On© hag to be deaf against every kind of offonce, 

outrage, insult* One has to remain silent and doaf, though 

one*s own fathor he hastily called a thief end one*e mother a 

whorel The eyesight was roducod * do not hundreds of thousands, 

yes, millions of poor people walk about win left the greatest 

part of tholr eyesight on the accursed school benches? Did not 

the chests of most of them become flattened In the some place, so 

that they have to cough tholr livelong life? And last but not 

least: was not one made either Into a eunuch or dismissed with a 

corrupted, morbid, over excited sexual instinct? As he said, a 

cursed achievement of high school education* 

Kuehnelle ended: Haturoily, one stands alone in such a 

strs^glei He said that In a manner belonging exclusively to him, 

In which he at the same time rubbed his hands, appeared to be 

awfully and triumphantly pleased, and chuckled In a transport of 

happiness difficult to kaop back* - naturally, naturally, one stands 

alone* That is just it: one stands alone* That Is the good part 

of it, one stands alone, Erwin* And, Lrwin, that is what one must 

never forget: there Is no man In the world who will holp one or 

who can* They all would betray one* That Is just why one must 

firmly resolve to stand alone* One must harden oneself to resolve 

that* One is saved, when one Is certain of oneself on this point* 
* 

I was already engaged at that time* From my fiancee, who 

lived on her estate In the neighborhood of Dresden, I had received 

gifts of a revolver and a musical box* ily Inclinations remained 

on the one hand In the limited space of my room, and on the other 

hand In the vastness of the future with excessive hopes, extravagant 
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wishes* And while I listened with sweet abandon to the musical 

box in my small, beloved little student den, I nourished at the 

same time vain hopes of future greatness in me* But also the 

persecutionol delusions, of which, as it appeared, Kuehnelle was 

possessed, ruled over me and brought about my always carrying 

loaded with me my sweetheart’s gift, the revolver, which was 

superfluous and most strange* 

All that shows a great lack of -immaturity if one wants to 

look at it with the eyes of an older person* In the end, however, 

they are the prolific fermentations which are natural to youth* 

One has experienced a great deal and still there is nothing solid 

under one's feet* One is conscious of one's inner strength and is 

condemned to every disappointment when trying to moke use of it* 

Vlas I a Communist at that time? In any case, not a party member* 

One thing is certain* we were laboring under a happy haze of youth* 

Possessed of a healthy body, and being young In heart and in spirit, 

we had made plans for a new commonwealth for which America seemed 

to be the proper place* How fortunate we were, we did not know, 

however* How else would we have occupied ourselves with plans, to 

turn our backs on the new German empire, the sooner the better, 

and like the children of Israel, set forth from the land of Egypt? 

Neither my musical box nor my loaded revolver, not even our 

constant loud discussions of our colonial pasties in the air 

aroused Kuehnelle to any kind of protests* Y/as it his nature 

or self-control? I should like to believe it was self-control* 

He, who saw in isolation the salvation from the ever throating 

forces of life, also drew the further deduction to keep 

himself away from interfering in the personal life of 

others* How he thoroughly and always avoided it, stirs 
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up admiration in me, even today. Why didn*t the musician 

make fun over my fancy for the musical box? Why didn*t he ever 

express surprise over my foolish, hidden weapon, while he, 

starting from the Fuehsturm, strolled fearlessly half a night 

long through the woods, and while personal fear in everyday 

life was sometiing unknown to him? Why did ho aid us even with 

money, when we sent a young student of economics as a pioneer to 

America to find a suitable place for the plonnod colony, although 

he did not take the least part in this youthful folly? 

What was bound up in Euehnelle, we first got wind of when the 

demon freed himself. Our friend Pfaff gave his dootor's dinner. 

0, you charming, old "Lion Inn"l 0, you stout, shy, good- 

hearted, trusting keeper of thé Lion, rfe were sitting in an extra 

room in w ich there was also a piano. The walls were naturally 

hung with crossed rapiers, students' caps, student Insignias, and 

photographs of foundation festivals. In the end Pfaff bestowed 

champagne in streams. That was a similar wonder almost to that 

which was called forth through the staff of Moses when he drew out 

flools of water from a rock. Pfaff, a house-decorator*s son, didn*t 

have one cent of money to throw away, end still the champagne did 

not cease flowing. It was absolutely a touching climax when the 

beloved students* father and inn keeper to the "Lion", brought in 

by a delegation, stepped into the room and finally, blushing and 

flattered, seated himself beside the young doctor. He enjoyed 

the t .tanks for all favors which he had hitherto shown to Pfaff, 

who had always remained in debt to him, by being allowed to get 

tipsy on his own champagne to his hearts content. Euehnelle, 

however, still brought on an anti-climax. Txv hour had advanced 

somewhat. We had drunk each others health, had treasonably pledged 
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ourselves to the restoration of Poland with a Pole, raved against 

tyrants and priests, bellowed down half of the student song book, 

when finally Euehnelle with a bound pulled off his black coat from 

his shoulders and sat down to the piano In shirt sleeves. The 

lock broke; he could not act otherwise, although he disregarded 

therewith the strict prohibition of the doctors* We became still, 

and now It began* 

We listened to the second Khapsody by Liszt* In the beginning 

an archangel ployed music and meditated* But out of the underworld 

a demon crawled and sneaked up, who with a malicious blow suddenly 

seized the heavenly Instrument* Bid the robbed archangel have power 

over the new musician or not? In any cn.se he silently let him do 

as he pleased* Perhaps he saw and heard v/ith majestic astonishment 

everything that freed Itself frem the solemn harp of Heaven, and 

went pell mell Into a fiendish dance, Into a fiendish frenzy* We 

heard storms of fire rushing forth, blue^ dartlng^flames shot up¬ 

wards* They were no dancers of heaven who whirled their feet In 

hellish ftiry and wildness round each other and beat the rhythm with 

them, a rhythm which was Irresistible, Impetuous, almighty, 

blasphemously challenging, therefore, sacrilegious and brazen: 

they were frightfully shrill, creative blows of the fist with which 

this the-hellish harpist angrily misused the heavenly harp* 

The performance was finished* A sign from the archangel had 

perhaps swept away that Infernal gang, harp and player* The echo, 

a resonatipg sound still widenod the narrow room for a moment* 

V/e eat dumbfounded* 

But on instant thereafter we jumped up, and: Euehnelle l 

Euehnelle! Euehnellel It sounded confusedly In noisy ex^dltrition 
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for a quarter of an hour la#g* We hdd not knownuntil this day 

who he wasj now he had shown us his hand, as th^ German painters 

of the Ctnquocento used to soy whon they laid samples of their 

art before each other# 

From then on Euehnelle was spoiled# He was a different kind 

of man, being outside of the student world, foreign to It, but 

honored by It with mystical respect# My brother and I, who kept 

on enthusiastic company with the figures of the German Olympus and 

Parnassus, were also, so to say, personally near to hlm# I again 

still nearer to hlm thaï my brother# In so far as my brother's 

naturalistic studies removed the latter frcm hlm, I was placed 

nearer to him through my exclusive devotednoss to an artistic goal# 

The pampering, however, was general# Much ado was made over him 

because the greatest conception was held about his skill, his artistic 

ability# People who did not possess’ any accoss to this ability and, 

in reality, lookod on it as a wonder, were proud togo around with 

Kuehnelle, especially, when they could produce him publicly at the 
after an 

piano, nsAit henceforth happened here and there# 

Before surprisingly revealinr them the night at the "lion", 

Kuehnelle had hinted to]me suggestions about the d&jwe, of 

his talent# But he had disparage to-that ext-eat utterances of a 

high consciousness of his ability when htj sel&jthe reproducing arts 

on a low grade* I had heard the then ninoteen year old Eugen d' 

Albert wio was attracting European attrnt on, and who is still 

regarded today as the greatest planlstic phenomenon since Bublnsteln# 

To the outbreaks of my enthusiasm, Kuehnelle kept silent# When he 

remain d silent in this manner, then one always knew he would only 

start to talk when one urgently asked him to# He had then attested 
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’ it h cn obstinate Inwardness the Impossibility of n nuitiMi 

Had I not practiced piano for months sixteen hoars dally, 

was his answer on such on occasion, all tho d*Alberts in the world 

would not have made me afraid, I should be more than a match for 

all of them! In my opinion, however, only little would be gained 

thereby# Great iveness alone Is that through which somotlung can 

be added to humanity! - What would, I objected, a sonata of Haydn, 

Mozart, Beethoven be without a piano, a symphony without an 

orchestra? - It was riot worth his while to say anything against 

that# He Insisted on denying creativeness to the pianist# to the 

violinist, to the instrumentalist altogether# 

One evening we had caroused at the Fuchs turn# Taere we were 

handed torches made of chips of resinous plnewood bound together 

for the way home, since It led through the foj^st and moreover 

was steep and rocky# The death of Bichard rtagn^r shoot the world# 

In Weimar, a funeral celebration was announced for the next day# 

Our celebration lay behind us# Euehnelle had boat out Wagner the 

whole night, end every mug of llehtenhainer which we poured down 

was a Wagner libation# Having stepped out into the dark, damp, but 

remarkably warm February night, the somewhat crazy notion can» to 

us, while the first torches flamed up, to go on foot from this spot 

to Weimar, to visit there the sacred places of the Germans during 

the day and to attend the Wagner rites at night# Ho sooner said 

than do II ; in the gray of momlag we approached the still sleeping 

Weimar# Without having been pressed on and enlivened by Euehnelle’s 

spirit, we should surely not have paid homage to the great German 

master by means of such a strenuous night pilgrimage# 
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Bletrlcli Kuehnolle at that time did not hare the least relation 

to philosophy nnd religion* Art was the one and all for hlm* I 

know no other person outside of him who possessed such a high, aLl 

embracing conception of art* In this conception, God, the world. 

Immunity were to him fused together* Whore it did not exist, namoly 

art, as Kuehnelle understood it, there existed only Insufficiencies* 

Among these he counted philosophy, religion, nnd science* Whatever 

there still is to those, thoje drink from the breasts of art without 

knowing It, said Euehnelle* 

This cheerful bounding, almost exhuberant, fine young man, 

who encountered everyone with loving kindness, had, in reality, a 

somewhat decided reserve In relation to most of them* He had said, 

one stands alone* But his harshness in judging, an unbending harsh¬ 

ness, which one felt Implied where he held himself In reserve, could 

not be derived fro*i this verdict* It showed Itself In an envelope¬ 

ment of Inaccessible self-will* If Kuehnelle carried an unatoned 

guilt around with him, which ore might have concluded after all from 

certain remarks to me, he made the evil world and evil people res¬ 

ponsible for it* But this would equally fail to explain - may my 

deceased friend pardon me far It - the stubborn mullshness, the 

secret resoluteness and obstinacy through which all his aversions 

manifested themselves* Bid this sociable hermit thus foster an 

irrecorcilloble hatred of mankind? Had something from the philo¬ 

sophical gall of a Timon of Athena entered his blood? 

1 see him on a Pentecost holiday, as the bells in the attlements 

of the 21be valley announced the end of the morning services, coming 

up through the freshly strewn sand paths of a manorial park at the 
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elde of a friend* Both young men, equally stately, overflowing 

with gladness, shouted pleasant greetings already from afar to my 

beautiful ewe etheart and to me, as we looked down on them from the 

window of an old, unforgettable Loessnitz villa* On this morning, 
' ♦ 

on this d£^, everything, Efrehnelle included, was nothing but cheer¬ 

fulness* Never again will life have such significances The beauty 

of existence, a supreme happiness blessed us* The old country seat 

was surrounded by a wall miles long* 

Euehnelle had brought along his bosom friend, Hasper* We knew 

that he was a composer and that Kuehnelle assisted him with copying 

his fill scores# yes, even with the so-called instrumentations* My 

charming, delightful bride with her sister and an old uncle lived 

alone in the big, steep-roofed Baroque styled house* Hot very lorg 

ago, she had left Dietendorf, a Moravian educational institution* 

Besides, her lately deceased father had lived fburtcen years as a 

lonesome widower* Thus, until now, she had never become acquainted 

with young people of this kind, vdth real artists* And,after all, 

they are not easy to find either* 

Even in the beginning, the sociable tone which they brought 

along was very attractive* One felt that they had moved about much 

in drawing rooms, which, indeed, is not to be wondered at in 

pianists* Unlike, however, virtuosos who now and then show arrogant 

and eccentric sides, they acted with ease and naturalness* Gabriele 

saw them for the first time, and was immediately and completely 

taken away by them* Anyone accustomed to the usual shyness of the 

charming sisters might be astonished to see all strangeness toward 

these young intruders disappear after being with them only a quarter 

of an hour* Acquaintance quickly changed to friendship* It‘could 

not have gone off smoother or brighter, if say, sciool friends had 
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visited the pretty maids, nothing a grain less silly was the 

hanter and laughter, 
had Only a month ago, the ldea^possesged the elder sister to 

1’ prove herself further in piano playing, and for this purpose 

sho^&axt bought a Bechsteln, The old instrument was still there 

too, in the some room, hut behind foliage plants, and hidden amen g 

obi cote of all kinds,$othat a stranger would not have been able to 

find it* How Hasper, nevertheless, recognized it and ashed per¬ 

mission to restore it to honor, how he with Euehnelle or by himself 

removed hoavy backets in which stood laurel-trees, and finally 

uith heroulion arms placed the old grand piano in its rightful place, 

was not only enlivening, but carried one away with 3oyfulness* Al¬ 

most still more vigorously did Kuehnelle's enraptured and enthusias¬ 

tic spirits work in this direction* It was quite warm* The finches 

were singing* The sun streamed in through the high open windows, 

Euehnelle asked if we would be much offended should he take off 

his summer jacket. Almost in the same instant that it happened, he 
, 3 Ode, 

sat down to the old piano and "lfefc >. his fingers^over the keys. It 

sounded out of tune* However, in two minutes Euehnelle was already 

a piano-tuner, With a verve, which is not connected with this 

profession, he had put the strings In order* And now muslo was 

played on two pianos, the Bechsteln being left to Hasper, and there 

were blissful overflowing phantasies, joyous outbursts, and wedding 

marches, in wiich the artist friends had their fling. 

These two affirmed life, stormed in a mighty musical ascent 

its loftiness, dived under the sea of life, and, comparable to 

the trident swinging Heptune and his retinue, dived over and under 

the sea of music* 
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Only three months had passed since our night pilgrimage to 

Weimar and this event, hut I hid become a different person* I 

had seen Naples, Capri, Pompeii, and Herculaneum, and climbed 

Vesuvius one night by llghtni g and thunder; and all that, after 

a sea voyage around the greater part of Europe* Then I was in 

Borne where the first Impressions from the treasures of this 

Eternal City had intoxicated, yes, bewildered me* 1 had received 

an idea of the monstrous might which had united art and artists 

there not long ago* This almost exclusive acquaintance with art 

and artists in c nrches, in palaces, and in villas made me feel 

a great emptiness this side of the Alps; so much so, that I strove 

back with all senses to a fullness, back to an element, which I 

had recognized os necessary to life, as life giving, and necessary 

to life preservation for artists and art students* The decision 

stood firm, Gabriele gave her consent: I returned to Borne in 

October* 

One carQiot have expected me at only twenty years of age to 

have had ambitions of an art critic, although I was dragging several 

historical works of art along with me* I had tasted the art of 

antiquity, had fallen in amazement before the Moses and the Pieta 

of Michelangelo, had let the Slstine and the stanzas of Eaphael, 

and an almost too large a number of other works of art vork uprn 
iTtOS/C 

me, and carried the music from all within me* ThisAalso was listened 

to on that heavenly Pentecost holiday, and since it harmonized with 

the other, one could speak about a genuine festive character of these 

hours* 

The visit of the bosom friends was repeated* Gabriele and her 

sister had extended the heartiest invitation* As my sweetheart, 
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after about the third time together, mired the customary drink: 

out of white wine end water for me. at the garden spring which 

gushed forth clear and cold froçi a lion’s mouth, , she made a remark: 

suggesting that somotinng was not Just quite right by Thoresa* I 

asked how so* Kuehnelle, so it appeared, had made a certain impres¬ 

sion on her* I was taken by surprise* .An Inclination on the part of 

Theresa, stolen glances* turning pale or red now and then, had not 

escaped me either* However* I Interpreted these small storm signals* 

not for Euehnelle, but for Haspcr* It was Haspor too, so It appeared 

to me at least, who treated Theresa with enthusiastic distinction* 

In order to work in peace, I retired at that time to a small 

village on the Elbe where my friends looked me up* True to say, I 

was engaged, but the postal agent had three pretty daughters, and 

with these three pretty daughters three hopeful young men spent 

the evening* The postal agent was owner of a mineral spring* He 

built a pump-room around and above It which, since we were the only 

guests, made the excellent and good Saxon groan under considerable 

burdens* Director of a watering place, hotel-keeper, head-waiter, 

waiter, and postal agent In one person, he was very willing to con¬ 

sole himself with his own bad red wine, and to let his sorrows be 

chased away* 

We ate and drank at a table In the middle of the postal agency, 

surrounded with all kinds of wares, mail bags, filled and empty 

shelves, and os we wished to be alone with the three pretty and 

amorous maidens, we very quickly had the deplorable papa brought 

from above to under the table: this only figuratively speaking, of 

coursel Strong arms rescued him and led him over a creaking little 

staircase, haopy and intact to bed* 
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Bow there was much laughing nnd'Jçissing - when we had enough of 

these pleasantries, the light of morning already appeared through 

the windows* I decided to Join my friends who preferred to "break 

up immediately, and van ted to set out on a planned hike to Meissen 

rather than go to sleep* 

0, what a wonderful hike it was! 

One must he young in order to enjoy such hours* One must have 

stayed young to he able to refresh oneself on the pictures of memory 

in one’s old age* 

We wander to the left of the broad, amber-colored river which 

goes along with us* The morning mist flutters about it* Mow and 

then river and landscape have vanished in the mist: little by little 

the sun absorbs it* Anyhow, we are very ha^py* We revel in a de¬ 

licious feeling of life end freedom* We fill our lungs with youth* 

7/e are astonished again and again to find what a joy the mere act 

of breathing is* V/e speak loud, we laugh loud, we feel happy to 

the marrow of our bones* Kuehnelle leaps, he dances for joy, like 

Socrates* He blares out, he trumpets forth passages out of 

Wagnarlan operas into the air* The larks of the wide river shore 

drown him out* We come through groves>through beech tree groves* 

The thrushes give their aimless sounds in flying upwards* Swallows 

rush past us, almost by our noses* indeed, even hooded crows and 

ravens take Interest In the rustling river banks* Around the ferry 

house sparrows are making noise* Everywhere, in the air, on the 

ground activity awakens* We shout: Take us overt Tate us overt 

Take us overt and are put ashore across the Elbe* But as far as 

we are concerned, we by no means think of activity* We are here 

to taka delight in rambling, to take delight in the world, to take 
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delight in gladness* We are here to take delight in each other 

and in oar friendship, in the ideas which hover over us end which 

are common to us. 

I do not know if the moaning of friendship today is still alive 

omorg young people as it was then. I moan the genuine Platonic 

friendship, not the one today generally common among women end men. 

The enjoyment of friendship, the intellectual formation and growth 

therein is the greatest gift that can fall to the Share of young 

people. 

£ 

What did ny friends want in Meissen? Was, by any chance, their 

merriment, sometimes bordering cn madness, on the way there caused 

by that Which they hoped to find? At that time I ashed myself 

this Question and can answer it today in the affirmative. 

I hardly had behind me my first delight over the ancient city 

crowned by the Albrechtsburg, when we already desired aâmisclon at 

the little door of one of the outmoded little tImbezvf^hcuses that 

still blinks from merry eyes, and whose gables, packed one after and 

over the other, formed a steep, narrow lane up the castle mountain. 

Thank God, sixty-five years of violence, years of Cyclopian madness 

In tearing down and building up have still not been able to this day 

to exterminate such monuments of a good old time. In all states of 

the German Reich and German Austria, these small dwellings are still 

to be found: in the Worth, the South, the East, and the West they 

appear. And wherever one comes on them again, ore gets a strange 

feeling after a life spent in Indifferent surroundings, as if one 

stood unrecognized and cast out before one’s own deserted paternal 

house. 
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A countie8a number of t lines and always again did my eyes rest 

with emotion, with strange longing, with shakes of the head on such 

familiar little dwarf houses, Wherever I meet them, I cm, as it 

were, greeted, attracted, and hold fast by them just ns if by 

dearly beloved old relatives. If someone wishes to follow me and 

to spy on me while I am traveling, he cm find me at all times of 

the year, especially by moonlight, searching for and tarrying before 

these habitations w lch look so lively and merry, and seem to pos¬ 

sess a soul of their own. 

One fine day, to be sure, if the world of cannon barrels, 

large airplanes, zeppelins, and skyscrapers continues developing 

in the same tempo as before, all these fanny Lilliputian houses 

will only remain to be found in oletures, perhaps Spltzwegts, 

Then they will live only in folk-songs, os lorg as they are still 

alive, or in the tales of Jeon Paul and others, as lorg as someone 

will read them. They will perhaps live longest in Schubert*s music, 

until the last sound of that has died out too, for even the hoavonly 

wonder of the "Unfinished Symphony" originated behind tho friendly 

sparkling little eyes of such tiny gingerbread houses in fairy tales, 

came forth from their diminutive little chambers. 

It was not Kuehnelle, but Alfred Haspsr, the composer, who 

had rung the bell of the little door. Hardly has It happened, when 

the folk-song in the shape of a Little Bod Riding Hood with two long, 

blond pigtails already leans out of the window* 

Marlenchen, is your father at home? 

I only saw how Marlenchen flushed up before she disappeared, 

and thought to myself, that the store of folk-songs could enrich 
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itself by volumes containing Just one each a darling* 

Bat already she stood before us, upright in the opened doorj 

I thought no more and had to look* 

Marlenchen could not be much over sixteen* Juven though she 

extended her hand to Alfred Hasper silently, examining us with 

two singularly violet-blue eyes, one could perceive that she was 

delightfully surprised* She was alone* Her father, a widower and 

pensioned official of the royal porcelain factory was awaited at 

the stroke of twelve, at which time he usually returned from his be- 

loved morning walk, punctual as t£*e correctly running clock* 

It was not necessary for Marlenchen to continue to Invite the 

two musicians to come in* They already appeared to feel at home 

here* X was welcaned with a handshake Whose soft and cordial 

strength astonished me* 

The little red cap, the ash-blond hair braided In pigtails, 

the black bodice and short little skirt falling not much below the 

knee, the shirtwaist white as enow, and the bare feet gave the 

little one less similarity to o Gretchen than to a goose girl of 

Ludwig Richter*s* 

Marlenchen lost her shyness very quickly* How could it really 

be otherwise in front of such stormy temperaments as broke forth 

from my friends? Marlenchen go* Marlenchen, come herel This 

resounded almost Incessantly from two powerful chests with a force 

from w tlch the vibration seemed to come, by which, however, only 

the pressure of our footsteps shook the Lilliputian house. 

That Kuehnelle and Hasper had a special liking for Marlenchen 

could clearly be seen* But It appeared mare that of an uncle's af¬ 

fections rather than a lover's* It was impossible for me to become 
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quite clear over tho matter* The utmost wherein tie prevailing 

gaiety at one time reached its peak was the instant when Euehnelle, 

in a fit of high spirits, could not refrain from grasping the two 

leantiful strong plaits like two reins* 

Thereon* however, Has per looked at him with a surprised, 

slightly warning look which made Ehohnelle, recognizing his mistake 

with an embarrassed laugh, desist from his doings* 

All this took place in the email kitchen where Marlenchen had 

to put tho finishing touch to her father’s mid-day meal* Adjoining 

was the living room in which a canary bird was trying to outdo the 

noise of the friends with truly frantic warbling* Of coarse, we 

wore to stay for dinner* Whatever objection we raised, IXarlenchen 

knew ho;v to make as change our minds* If we did not remain, she said, 

she would catch it from her father* 

The result was that we helped vi th the cooking, and in this way 

relieved the little one, the maid for everything in the house* 

Hasper had the coffee grinder squeezed between his knees, determined¬ 

ly turning the handle around again and again, continually opening the 

top in the belief that no more whole coffee beans could be left, In 

which, however, he was deceived for a long time* Kuehnelle, peeled 

the potatoes, which, thank God, were plentiful on hand and had just 

finished boiling* To hie and to our delight, in spite of all blow¬ 

ing, they burned his fingers. A herring salad was made. I was 

sent xtsx across the street to buy half a pound of ground meat, as 
u)klc.|t user* c»i HdttcJ 

it was hold unlikely that the three small breaded meat balls ^would 

go round* 

I was taken away the wnolp the, I confess, almost completely 

by ilarlenchen'8 appearance* I was not a student, had never been in 



Romo, was not engaged, but^n a submerged, small, confined, 

mrgleally isolating happiness, which in its Inner warmness really 

made all striv rg and searching In the wide world appear meaning¬ 

less, yes, crazy» You and I, I could not help thlhfcxng, I and you: 

but even my name sounded too pompous when I thought of it along side 

of XXarlcnchen’s» Should one spend ones life here with a partner, 

in this narrow shrine, one could not speak about a narrowness in 

spite of it, 3?o me it was as if all the good spirits In heaven and 

on earth had free access to this place, >,as if one could maintain a 

connection with all the sorcerers of the Himalaya and of the Pyrenees 

castles from here, force ones way downward straight from here to the 

center of the house: so deep, so puzzling did the cellar of this 

warped little timber-fr^tiwellirg seem to be to me* And finally, 

straight frem here, one might execute magnificent Faustian cloak 

flights» 

Mere you not, my sweet Marlenchen, in the end yourself a 

magically skilled quick-change artist? Your eyes had eh One - blue 

to me in the beginning» Here in the kitchen, and when you moved 

the pump handle out in the little garden, they had something of the 

sea-green iridescent» Vi ere you not therefore in the end yourself 

a mermaid, WHO at will could reveal herself as lady Tenus, as 

Salome, or as the Grecian Helen? Would it not be an easy matter 

for you to change this little house into the Hbersel mountain with 

all its 4°7* cunning, and seduction, and in such a manner hold fastfWw 

Tannhdw^ser himself, the bearer of the eternal, golden German harpj 

forever in your childlike lap, to your childlike bosom? 

Marlenchen's father was addressed as Councillor* When 

Councillor Wuttich appeared, a somewhat quiet demeanor naturally 
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set In* After, however, the formalities of greeting wore over, the 

spirit appeared to have gained in heartiness what it had lost in 

noisiness* The Councillor was delighted* Soon we sat, five persons 

in all, about a round, well-appointed little table which Marl nchen, 
dquoted 

in her kind, snboorviont way had set for us, and attended farther by 

silently waikirg to and fro* The councillor had some bottles of long 

preserved Spanish wine, one of whidi he brought up vdth ceremony from 

the cellar* It was on important ceremony, well ordered in itssei/eral 

stages* The bottle was cleaned by him, the tinfoil removed, the 

cork-screw twisted into the cork rind, and finally the cork lifted, 

more suitably said* the dark fiery treasure wa3 uncovered* 

Councillor Wuttlch was well over sixty* He hod married for 

the second time after twenty years as a widower since the time his 

first wife had died together with his first child during childbirth* 

However, he also lost his second wife, although only after a marri¬ 

age of ten years, after the only daughter of this union, Marienchen, 

already had reached her ninth birthday* Councillor Uuttieh had 

sought comfort In oil kind3 of ways* The enforced solitary existence 

of the first time as widower had dlreoted him to ornithology* He 

possessed a good knowledge in tills field* His little house had been 

filled with the chirpirg of many kinds of birds sheltered In bird¬ 

cages, which, however, had to give way when the little stage of the . 

house became occupied by the new wife and the necessities of child 

care* How Councillor Wuttlch waa a flower lover* On a small plot of 

land outside the city, he raised the rarest kinds* The little front 

yard next to the entrance of the house also bore evidence thereof. 

Ho day of the summer passed by without his bringing heme a beautiful 

bouquet to his beloved child, Marlenchen* He lived for her alone 
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now* otherwise life would have had noth ire more to offer him* 
not 

However* he was not selfish enoughAto wish that Marlenchen net should 

have an honorable man end husband for protection* And so he was 

more likely to see* after nil, suitors of Uarlonchen in the two 

friends* Hio interest leaned more towards Hasper, although ha 

did not allow himself to be disconcerted over the oddities which 

Zuohnelle had also shown him at times* 

It occurs to me that Counoillor Wuttleh had certain mystical, 

especially spiritistic inclinations* Kuehnelle pointed that out to 

me* Hevor does the old man speak about it, not even to his daughter* 

The latter discovered and found it out in a round about way* She 

believed he had stood in spiritual contact with his deceased wife 

for twenty y»ars* And long after her own mother had died, he had 

spoken the strange words, upon returning from a walk: Mother sends 

you Irr lovel 

When I think of the Counoillor, I ask myself how such a har¬ 

monious frame of mind like his could develop* We are trying today 

to reach it through philosophy, through the studies of Seneca, or 

Marcus Aurelius, through plunging deeply into the Bhagavadgita, 

into the Vedas, Into the speeches of Buddha* Always in vain* In 

the case of the Councillor, I might say that this almost stable 

harmony grew out of the limitation of of f io laid cm, out of a regular, 

by no means bigoted evangical religiosity, out of the rich, calm 

inwardness of a mind which was in itself restful end on which it 

docs not fail heavy to renounce without sorrow all that which it 

hns not learned to know, yet in a surprising way knows enough about* 

loft alone, he takes the key and unlocks his own front door and opens 

it to the winged world of the birds 1 Left alone again, he finds ac¬ 

cess to the world of flowers! Finally, to that of the spirits of the 
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and of unerring faith# Thore has been growing about him a spiritual 

atmosphere which suits him, and since his growth lias been finished, 

ho does not think about changing it# 

Euchnells, n3 X soon found out, saw in him a reverently admired 

model, which, from all that X know of him, and still more so from 

what I know of him today, is most thoroughly comprehensible* 

After dinner the spinkot began to sound# It stood here for 

generations# left to the Councillor tlth the little house itself, 

in the some little parlor whose other household furniture, particu¬ 

larly the contents of a small gloss cablnot, which would have well 

rewarded the most exact study# The latter, however, contained 

among other tilngs a treasure of old, Dresden china figures amongst 

a great number of small collectors'objects, miniatures, snuff-boxes, 

little chains made of amber and garnets, sword tassels mode of beads: 

all things with which some family memory was connected# Small, oval 

goldfrcmed family portraits neatly drawn in crayon, hardly found 

enough room on the wall# The eyes of an antique fiend would have 

popped out of his head and his mouth would have watered# Generations 

of relatives seemed to hold fast their right by the side of the 

living to this delightful parlor# Upon the brown chest of drawers, 

a pendulum clock was ticking# Its golden pendulum, oscillâting 

between alabaster posts moved above it t-haeton sitting on the con¬ 

quered sun chariot delivered up to the madness of his fiery steeds# 

This was reflected in the three mirrored walls behind it# A bowl 

in front of it candidly displayed wild-flowers, the stalks of 

which were stuck in wet sand and arranged by Uarlenchen* s simple 

taste# 
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arise in me whether one really is correct in treating tue so- 

called philistine life with the usual contempt* Here it was* no 

doubt* this philistine life* How happy one felt in iti I clearly 

feel that we three Intruders* we children of another age were moved 

through this environment by the same awe, animated by the same 

happiness* 

We enjoyed our afternoon coffee; Councillor Wuttich had 

lighted his lor® pipe, while we three visitors were oddly enough 

non-smokers* It was no trivial moment when Haspsr* after having 

played a little while on the spinet* beackoned Marlenchen to him 

with the air of a teacher* and with the remark that she sang very 
CL 

pretty* announced she would sing a simple folk-sot^* Following 

her domestic behavior with some devotion, I had eve' thls.aivead^ 

time heard folk-song after folk-song ringing within me* Now it 

rose from her soul* 

Voices affect me strangely; often* the most excellent do 

not appeal to me* while the voice of a simple school teacher some¬ 

times moves me in such a way that I can only becotue master over my 

strong emotion by gritting my teeth* This happened to me when 

Marlenchen sang, and I took refuge again and again in the usual 

way, rather feigning a cold and blowing my nose than betraying my¬ 

self by conveying a handkerchief to my eyes* 

At the well in front of the gate, there stands a linden tree. 

-0, how can I leave thee 

-There once were three students crossed over the Bhine* - 

No lov&ler death is there in the world than to be slain by the foe - 

finally* Marlenehen sang the song: Must I then* must Z then go away 

from the town •*••• 
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That the three students, Kuehnelle, Hasper, and my unworthy 

self, now had to do after on hour; namely, leave the town through 

the gate. 

And then, aa they traveled, olthough not across the Bhine hut 

across the Elbe, they still raved about the precious hours which 

they had spent In the enchanted little gihger house# 

0, how can I leave thee ••••»•• 
*. 

Kuehnelle stayed a while with me In the small, yet unborn 

spaee, while Hasper was called to Dresden because of some work he 

had to do# A few days thereafter, we started on our way again 

one morning to visit the young ladles at Buchenhorst, of which one, 

as Is known, was my fiancee# 

Did X now possess In Huehnelle a real friend? Some things 

could make me disconcerted# We managed to get along well together, 

but outside of certain points on art, our views had little In com¬ 

mon# If, as I must believe today, almost half a century later, 1 

was an enthusiast In words, there was nothing in his nature which 

could have equalled this youthful characteristic# If any enthusiasm. 

carried me away, It produced In him only a greater silence mes t of 

the time# 

Another characteristic of his behavior was still more peculiar: 

If I praised the fresh and thoroughly sound manner of his bosom 

friend Hasper, he actually appeared to be annoyed# This handsome 

man then forcibly drew in his breath with an audible hissing, as 

If he, to his sorrow, had to conceal something, facts, opinions, or 

the like# That ended In a shrug of the shoulders. In a confusion 

of sentences begun, and finally, with a sinking Into aloofness# 
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About the seme thing happened whenever I expressed my opinions 

about impressions received in Meissen: shrugs of the shoulder^ an 

obscure yes and no, an usteady stutter, from which X could, if I 

wished, deduce the uselessness or azisu it ableness or unproved 

questionableness of my opinion on such things* 

X ashed him point-blank if something wasn't being planned 

between Hasper and Marlenchen by any chance* Something like the 

following answer* came out under the same excuses: Well, yes,**** 

in heaven*s rame».** a man like Hasper*••• those are really things 

• ••• he must take up with his consciousness*•*• And almost vi th a 

final convulsion of his whole body, whereby his fingers popped 

which he had locked one In another* he ranoved the question in a 

lump vA th a movement similar to that of a horse shaking itself* 

X had believed Hasper was Xhehnelle's affectionate, be¬ 

loved friend* The way he averted him each time the conversation 

turned on him. did not, however, coincide with this. Sven less 

could I explain how a day which he, in a state of high spirits, 

had enjoyed with open heart could sink to on affair for him hardly 

worth mentioning* Good old Councillor Wuttich and Marlenchen too, 

it seemed, were no longer worth mentioning* although X thought X 

had seen Kuehnelle staring open-mouthed at the pretty burgher 

child, especially during the recital of the little folk-songs* 0, 

well, yes*.** it's nothing*.** it's just a pastime.... he stuttered 

impetuously in confusion when I made mention of the impression 

which this event had made on me* 

Xf it was like this now, however, that this man, who was 

difficult to penetrate, could in any desired moment lock up his 

htart, shut off his sympathy, change his love and affection ; if 

a so-called attachment was not to be counted on with him, I had 
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with, uikich. 
already at that time a certain Inborn stoiclem^to oppose each a 

as 
disposition* I liked Kaehnelle just Mke he was, and as 1 did 

not wont anything from him in the sense of a friendly act, I 

should have considered this as the expression of an inner life 

which, after all, was noble, bat Intricately branched and 

passionately suffering, even if he had considered me with de¬ 

preciating opinions behind my back, or actually kept away from 

me, or avoided me publicly* 

We had dinner at Buchenhorst* After the old uncle, the 

fifth in our circle, rose from the table, as was his custom, 

Theresa withdrew with Dietrich, it was said, to the so-called 

ruin up In the park* 

My beloved informed me about a few things frcm the vox 

popull Which hod expressed itself over Euehnelle in an unmistak¬ 

ably enthusiastic way* The hearts of the personnel, and indeed 

those of the men as well as those of the women, flew after him* 

Els appearance actually caused excitement each time* 

By no moans was It the first time that Theresa walked alone 

with my friend for some time in the park* Of bewitching charm, 

frcm good breeding, and of most tender, yes, most lovely girlish¬ 

ness, she had, nevertheless, always shown a determined will in 

important moments of her life* Advised about that by Gabriele, 

it was not difficult far me to observe how Theresa undertook such 

walks in pairs, not persuaded by my friend, but promoted by her, 

herself. Now besides this, however, Gabriele was to tell me things 

about Theresa*e state of heart, which, at least so far as she was 

concerned, made fear, hope, observation, In short, every kind of 

suppos1tlo n euperflous• 
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Under the well known seal of secrecy, my fiancee told me: 

Theresa has changed completely since Kuehnelle's lost visit* She 

loves him, to say it plainly* That in itself could he something 

rather gratifying* Kuehnelle is an excellent man* He comes from 

on old Saxon hurgher house, and finally, he is not even poor* But 

the question arising first of all is: does he love her? If he does 

not love her, then I must fear for my sister* 

What, xowever, if he does return her love? 
/ 

She gave me her hand and made me swear to let nothing le ak 

out, not even a hreath of what she was now about to confide in me, 

at no time and to no one* I gave her the desired assurance* 

Theresa, as she approximately said, has perhaps, as I can 

make out, gone a little hit far in the disclosure of her affection 

for Kuehnelle, only with words, naturally* I know from her, herself, 

that no other advance took place* Kuehnelle, thereon, painted a 

picture of himself and of a future to he foreseen with certainty, 

in the event of a marriage with him that shook her deeply. In his 

presence outside in the garden, and daring his disclosure, she hod 

become quite disconcerted, and broke out into tears and sobs* There¬ 

on, Kuehnelle again became terribly alarmed and said, just by this 

she could see how everything he might begin, mua t certainly come to 

no good* Now she walks about and reproaches herself for not having 

been mistress over herself, because it was certainly least fit for 

a life companion of a Kuehnelle to behave herself in such a weak 

and tearful manner* 

I asked what might have shaken her so deeply* 

The manner in which Kuehnelle had raged against himself* If 

she would know him a little bit, he said, she could not help turnlnr 



away In disgust on the spot. There was, so to say, nothing good 

about him. If he did not hear the principal fault for it himself, 

it did not alter the fact of hie terrible personality. A happy . 

childhood he had not had. -find how could he have had it in a 

ravaged home of most merciless strife of: each against the other? 

Two deadly enemies, as it were, had produced him and implanted in 

his inner being, in his soul the whole terrible inheritance of 

their continual strife, of their mutual furious rage. Hot only 

in his father's face, but also in his mother's had he screamed: I 

curse my life and those still more who forced it cn. met Besides, 

as he said, he had to be a peacemaker every moment, after the 

manner of a wild animal tamer: between his parents, between sister 

and brother, between father and daughter, mother and sen, between 

father and son and mother and daughter; whereon all of them then 

often fell on him, and so forth and so forth. 

He would at no time propagate further such an infamous and 

ruined family. He had enough of the curse of this past life. He 

did not want to draw on himself the justifiable curses from children 

In addition. After all, he had not sunk that low. Least of all, 

could she, Theresa, expect him to tear down the essence of innocence 

and purity into filth, gall, grief, and despair through his spoiled 

blood. 

Kuehnelle had not yet revealed himself to me to such an extent, 

if one can really talk of a revelation in this matter. In this 

matter it could just as well be that mild madness, that exaggerated 

state of acting which one often finds *Iï>§NIUS leal geniuses, especially 

virtuosos. In ary case, Ehehnelle was not easy to on wX* » 

and my kinsmanlike love for the sister of my fiancee, naturally. 
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cause d Gabriele's cares to weigh on me with still more weight* 

If that were possible# In conclusion* Kuehnelle was already 

unsuited for a husband because of the demonical Inheritance of 

his art and the suppressed ambition which burned In him* as well 

as because of his eccentricity* If nine-tenths of his confes¬ 

sions really rested on Imagination, the one remaining tenth of 

reality was enough to make a girl of Theresa's nature unhappy. 

Gabriele's disclosure unfortunately brought a change In my 

relation to Kuehnelle. I liked him* yes, I admired him* The 

complete wildness of his nature over which he became master. In 

general by means of a high degree of well-reared behavior, which, 

however, always and at all times betrayed itself In small gestures, 

held something extremely charming for me. The whole unusual man 

attracted me* And now I was put In a position where I had to work 

against him secretly* To be sure, I could not have changed It 

should Theresa and he have become a couple, but I should have seen 

in it the same misfortune for each of the two people I held dear* 

Now it is true, Kuehnelle. himself, often cut off my conver¬ 

sation with the disdainful and determined shortness which was 

characteristic of him. whenever I spoke to him about marriage.1 

Now, that a possibility of this kind was emerging, he had done it 

8till more and gave himself that frightful testimonial, of character 

which was shaking Theresa's spirit so deeply* Such passionate in¬ 

cidents, however, as I already knew at that time, do not always 

and everywhere have the some significance that they show on the 

surface* And, If it were so, they are, nevertheless, by no means 

certain of their effect* Theresa's affection had, unfortunately, 

by no means been knocked out, or even been extinguished through 
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the eruptive die closures of my friend* She had subsequently 

passed had days and nights, Gabriele told me* Now for the first 

time, the smouldering fire of her affection had become an open 

flame* Compassion had been added to admiration: a mixture in 

which the might of Bros manifests itself the strongest* 

And you know, Gabriele said to me, that Tueresa was raised 

in Dietendorf* To be sure notiing of this Herrnhut-Zinzendorf 

brand of piety, but absolutely nothing, appeared to have remained 

in her* Now it seems to me as if something of this spirit might 

still be in her, after all: she feels herself called on to save 

Euehnelle, or at least to be his good angel* Her argument is: by 

no means did she want to be haipy in a plain and banal sense, but 

she was fully prepared, if necessary, to sacrifice herself* Love 

must bear, expect, and tolerate everything, she asserts with this 

quotation from the Bible lesson* 

After Gabriele and I had discussed over and over again until 

near support ime, how we could adjust our attitude to this affair, 

Theresa and Euehnelle, having returned from their stroll, unex¬ 

pectedly walked in on us* This happened in the crimson music salon 

with the heavy damask draperies by .the windows* Euehnelle greeted 

us with a nod of the head, Tueresa only looked at us with a fixed 

look of one lost in thought, and having entered through one door, 

she immediately disappeared again through another* The latter led 

to the bedrooms* 

Euehnelle eat down to the piano* 

The motion with wiich he used to do that during disquieting 

moments has become unforgettable for me* As he stooped, making 

himself small at the some time and shoving his feet forward with 
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prey. At the last rnlmte he straightened ap, almost in the same 

moment sitting on the piano stool, and still In tie some the runs 

began to roll, the base to thunder. That is the way It was now, 

too —— - and we swam in a storm of tones. It seemed to me as if 

a herd of buffalo, dying of thirst after a long journey through 

the heat of the waterless wastes, had plunged Into a life giving 

stream. 

The winter from about October of the year eighteen hundred 

eighty-three until April eighteen hundred eighty-four, I spent in 

Italy* In a damp studio of the Via degll Incurablli in Rome, I 

gave myself a trial at and worked with sculpturing. My fiancee 

had remained in Germany* New people entered my Intellectual 

horizon: many, who only seemed called on to bring proof with how 

small, miserable, worthless a personality the profession of art 

may be connected,others - here very - whose genuine 

earnestness and human warmth on the o ther hand made up for these 

bad experiences. 

However, this Elchendorff verse was at that time applicable 

to me and my situation: 

Still I knew not whither, or what I thought, 

but morning red I finally saw rising^ 

the heart full of freedom, strength of faith, virtuel 

In January my fiancee and my future sister-in-law appeared, 

I was now able to make u- eful to the two beautiful sisters my 
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hitherto acquired knowledge of Rome, its great buildings and 

other works of art* My fiancee told me that Theresa exchanged 

letters with Kuehnelle in not all too close intervals* Since 

Theresa had learned Gabriele was not favorably disposed to the 

idea of a union between her and Kuehnelle, she refused any con¬ 

versation over this question, and also m ver spoke about it her¬ 

self, She now wished to have this affair looked on and considered 

os a most individual one, concerning only her alone. However, I 

never saw my friend*s letters, since Theresa personally went to 

get letters from the post-office, file spent a glorious time, 

intoxicated and surrounded by the complete romantic charm of 

the Eternal City, In the end I unfortunately became ill, and 

it would not have taken much for the wicked demon to throw me 

down from the Tarpion cliff in the very beginning of my real 

career. The upper ledge of this precipice, from which one 

looks down on the ruins of the Komnn Forum, lies in the garden 

of the German hospital on the Capitoline Hill, where I spent six 

weeks, the first two between life and death. More than once the 

doctor had told Gabriele she mi^it discreetly prepare my parents 

for my possible death. 

My will, my faith, on the other hand, belonged to life: I 

never thought about the possibility of dying. As I slowly re¬ 

gained recovery* my first steps into the precious reborn existence 

lod at the some time through the world of Jean Paul*s "Titan", 

Hoelderlin*s "Hyperion" was under my pillow. 

With considerable less weight, still weak but well, I re¬ 

turned to Germany in the middle of May* 
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(toes, during the first half of winter, I asked Kuehnelle by 

letter If it did not tempt him to come to Borne, He answered with a 

friendly hut decided no. Therewith began and ended our fioman cor** 
on 

respondenee* If my friend really carried a correspondence with 

Tnereea, he even avoided sending me his regards* My typhoid Ill¬ 

ness brought no change In this matter* 

.During the first months after my return home, 1 lived in 

Hamburg, then In Dresden, Up to Dresden I heard nothing from 

Kuehnelle, This lack of news did not disturb me* In the first 

place, he had grown somewhat distant to me, and then 1 had enough 

to do with my art, my life plans, and the after effects of my 

illness* 

Pentecost had again rolled around when Kuehnelle and Hasper 

walking arm in arm, met me on the Bruehl Terrace, It seemed 

to me os if there had hardly been a period of separation between 

us* My struggles with art in Borne, my new friends and experiences, 

the time with Theresa and Gabriele appeared to be nothing more 

than a dream of last night* 

Whenever Hasper and Kuehnelle appeared together, 1 had 

noticed already in former days a slight standing back on the 

part of Kuehnelle* Today, Hasper dominated still more clearly 

over hlm, I believed the somewhat restrained, yes, çktrklnÿ 

ways of Kuehnelle must have gono back to something like that* 

Hasper, endowed with still broader shoulders, although less 

good proportions, chaffed him without my being able, after, my 

long absence, to know to what his mockery was related* There 
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wae much of consequence and of inconsequence In the conversation* 

Finally, however, that stopped, and we exchanged experiences in 

the old way* 

Occasionally, Councillor .mttlch occurred to jay mind, and I 

naturally asked about Marlenchen too* When 1 began to rave about 

the wonderful Meissen day# and about the attractive burgher child, 

it was received, to my surprise, with icy silence* We quickly 

passed over that* 1 was filled too much with Borne and all my 

experiences there to rack my brains about the cause of this behavior* 

At the end of the summer, my marriage to Gabriele took place* 

The church wedding, for which I borrowed the tail coat oriLy an 

hour before, brought to me from the altar, much to my surprise, 

the first recognition of my artistic power* Several facts had been 

given to the pastor for his address to the bride and groom; for 

example, that I had been in Borne, had given myself a trial at 

sculpturing there, and with the greatest generosity he made a 

young master out of me, who had lain on the breasts of art in 

the Eternal City, and who, in addition, had received the real, 

holy baptism, that of a downpour out of the Castallon source* 

To be sure, we later laughed very much over this panegyrlo. How¬ 

ever, I will rsr&± leave unspoken the attempt of an unbelievable 

lie, and will avoid saying that the panegyric had not pleased me, 

the modest beginner* 

At the wedding dinner in a small room o# the Bruehl Terrace 

Bestaurant, seven persons, including the bridal couple, took part* 

Besides Theresa and the old uncle, the watchdog of Buchenhoxst, 

there were my brother Konrad, who had come over from Jena a newly 

made doctor, and Hasper and Kuehnelle, the witnesses* A more 
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A more presumptuous wedding feast I had refused In all firmness» 

The following morning, as we pulled out of the station 

Drosden-Neustndt for Berlin where our furnished living quarters 

awaited us, my young wife asked me if I had noticed how the affair 

between Theresa and Kuehnelle had come to an understanding yester¬ 

day* However, since I had noticed nothing at all, I let her tell 

me more about it* To her amazement, Theresa, in a certain moment 

as if there were nothing unusual about it, had pressed her lips 

on Euehnelle’s resting hand, and he had turned white to the tips 

of his ears, 

Hot until January were we notified by letter by Theresa her- 

self of her engagement to Euehnelle, Maybe Gabriele had to be 

out of the house first and also my person removed to a certain dis¬ 

tance before such a development could take place. 

One gives in bofore a fact, 1 had met JCuehnelle's brother, 

a member of that family which he hod described to me also as broken 

up and scourged by demons. He proved himself to be an unusually 

well behaved, straightforward, unassuming man, who, not yet twenty 

years old, already had his final examination for the practice of 

medicine behind him, I saw him again more than once at that time 

and later at intervals of years, and never did a trace of pessim¬ 

ism, 111-nature, or trie like strike me. If Kuehnelle’s remaining 

brothers and sisters are like that, I declared to Gabriele, then 

his pessimism is nothing else but Imagination, and he is perhqps 

deceiving himself about them, then he is deceiving himself at the 

same time about his own self. In such a case, we can look into the 

future of the new couple on the whole withttacpossible degree of 

conf idence£h.afc is possible, at anj etc./». 
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In the effort to look at tho Rood side of tie event* I boron 

to think furthur In t*ls direction and the dependable aspects of 

my frit rid as a citizen it proceed me more and more* He* for 

example* nover borrowed cone-’* but ho wae liberal in lending* In¬ 

sisting oriLy on the exact date in toe return ayraent and recairing 

t .o correct businesslike guarantee* The houses in which he visited 

end into which he occasionally to*fc ne spoke for him* They oil 

belonged in the u ^per close of society* Everywhere* he woo moat 

popular* lie took ne ono 07 to a woman widowed by Burgomaster 

Kocher* a gentle* sagacious* well-read woman wfcifee eldest of uJKose, 

three e*ng wan already fourteen y ars old* It eppoarod to me 

t lat sho admired kuehnolle ml loved him in o motherly way* In 

cuestlons of roaring* eho seemed to be completely under his in¬ 

fluence* Alone with me* she pointed out to mo In a humanly af¬ 

fectionate 1.07* how Ehohnolle was in need of loving care In oai© 

respects* because,like all people of genius* he was awkward to a 

high degree in relation to tho harsh challenges of practical life* 

Well then* everything might turn out all ri ht* becauce o more 

loving creature of greater devotednees* eubmiiciTn* and tenderness 

then Theresa was not to be Imagined* 

The now situation gradually.became a foregone conclusion in 

our minds and was accepted in o routine manner* ky wife and I had 

more rmi more to do with ourselves; first* becauce Gabriele expected 

a child* then* however* bee mse that German attendant and ruffian 
inthe hosfiitoL 

w*o held ewuyAon the Capitol seemed to be right in reg rd to hie 

prophecy of after-effects from the overcome lllnocc* One day I 

started coughing up blood* and tnrough t ils symptom* wiich repeated 

itself more and sore* I fell into a frame of mind which I In no way 

desire back* Everything was doubtful, the future uncertain* the 
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fear of a sudden catastrophe, perhaps from a violent hemorrhage, 

would not leave me, and with that the corner stone and everything 

was undermined that until now had already perchance come true In 

the plan of my life* 

I Intended to speak about Kuehnelle, else It would be 

natural to give way to desire and to mention the suffering and 

confusion which came up In my life and my marriage and pressed 

me from all sides* We had moved to the country, to a place In the 

proximity of Berlin, Fangschleuse, where I could enjoy the clean 

forest air and which wdsld -be better for my state of health* T«ie^- 

I adnut, the stay did me good; however, Pangschleuse did not stop up 

the confusion of plans, struggles, cares, dangers, and fatal blows 

either* 

One day we were surprised by the message that one of my wife’s 

cousins, named simply Hugo, had killed himself in the region of 

Plchelswerder on the Havel* He had taken leave of his mother before 

by letter and let her know the place of the deed* In this place 

he was searched for and found: he had shot himself through the 

mouth* 

I asked myeelf today, whether his death, although he carried 

about thoughts of suicide for years, was not connected with Theresa’s 

engagement* This Hugo was an architect* He dallied with an Incli¬ 

nation for painting* Out of an affectionate love for flowers, he 

favored flower pieces* He frequently visited the sisters at 

Buchenhorst* His behavior was quiet and uniform* Did a certain 

indifference which was characteristic of him during occasional 

meetings with me and even with Euehnelle rest on shyness or 

superiority? I do not know to this day how to decide It* That he 
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admired the sisters 13 certain. At that time, two of his flower 

paintings which he had given to Gabriele hung on our wall. He 

was on still closer terms of friendship with Theresa. He belonged 

to those men with whom a young girl can talk over everything: a 

piece of embroidery, the work of a seamstress, a pair of new 

stockings, a new dresâ. Hugo helped with sketches of patterns, 

models, and diagrams. For a time Theresa could hardly be without 

Hugd. She also tried to drive away his thoughts of suicide which 

she hardly took too seriously. At the some time, however, she said 

she did not look upon him as a man* 

How he was dead, he had really committed suicide; as they 

lowered him into the earth, the clergy hdd . stayed away. 

Thereon, the widowed old mother stepped to the grave; hhat she 

uttered, unprepared and without permission from the police, from 

the bottom of her heart out of woe and love has remained Imprinted 

on my mind. She spoke before God, spoke under His inspiration 
u)a$ uunintentJonaMy bteriyblt. 

and approbation* Her/Vaceusatlon against pharisalsm. 

Theresa had not come from Dresden for the burial. 

When I spoke about her to the deceased's mother at the 

funeral repast in a small Berlin hotel, she was not able to say 

anything In return* Her composure which she had regained in the 

meantime seemed to be endangered for a while. Then she gave me a 

glance which, however, she quickly turned away again, and I felt 

how my hand was pressed for a minute. 

This funeral repast ended in an ugly and undignified way. 

In the end, the young fat woman, whom the brother of the tragically 

departed one had married, spoke again and again about a woodruff 

punch, a pineapple punch, a peach punch, and countless punches with 

which she had parsed haipy hours and enjoyed herself. 
♦ 
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I had become the head of a family* Gabriele had been pregnant 

again four months* Her cousin and guardian, a banker in Naum- 

burg on the Hiver Saale, had made away v»ith her money* A week 

after his bankruptcy and his embezzlement of his weird*s property 
i 

had come to our knowledge and ve suddenly stood wholly without 
t 

means, it pleased God to call Gabriele's and Theresa*s grandmother 

away from life* Thus, the grandchildren again became right wealthy* 

The shock, however, was no trifle, and Gabriele*s nerves had really 

suffered because of the first childbirth, the feeding of our son 

and his care, as well as the new burden which she carried* 

She and Theresa had journeyed to the burial of their grand¬ 

mother in Augsburg, and God knows how it came about that I got up 

and rode to Dresden* I gladly used my position as grass-widower 

to get some air and breathe once again outside the family atmos¬ 

phere* 

It may well have been the beginning of November; winter had 

set in early* The morning after my arrival in Dresden, I stepped 

out, muffled in wintry manner, from the door of the Hotel Bellevue 

into the clear frost* After I had enjoyed the sight of the beauti¬ 

ful theater place and its surroundings, the opera ticket office 

was reached with few steps, where I secured a seat for the evening 

perfomance of Verdi*s Aida* Prom here I went to the Gallery which 

I had longed for, for a yeamd a half, and for the sake of which I 

had mainly chosen Dresden for my excursion* My blood coughing had 

disappeared in the meantime, the last spot on my handkerchief 

having shown more than half a year ago* Nevertheless, I still 

endured anxiety, yes hypochondria* That, however, was just the 

blessing of this journey, because it * visibly vanished already 

at the station and now more so among the impressions of the beauti- 
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fui Bbe. ôèpiihl» 

I am very broadminded with regard to painting* The great 

Rubens, to be sure, appealed to me the lea.'t of all af that time* 

But the force of his colors and plastic power belongs to it and is 

not to be silenced, whereafter a wait through the Dresden collec¬ 

tions, this great polyphony echos within one* 

Whether Kuehnelle was in Dresden, I did not know, since he 

was in the habit of going back and forth between Leipzig and 

Dresden* Although he was to become my brother-in-law in the early 

part of the coming year, or Just for that reason, as it is said to 

happen quite often, we kept out of each others sight* I did not 

have the desire to see him* But, either through coincidence or 

fate, X was to meet him on the very same morning* 

I love the Grosser Garten at any time of the year* On my 

leisurely stroll, perhaps unconsciously^, I had reached the prox¬ 

imity of the so-called Palais, In whose rooms, and at that in front 

of the jsld.fi*©!' cado* of Rietschel*s Luther, Gabriele and I had once 

become engaged* On the ice of the pond in wnich the Palais is reflected 

during the summer, a frolicsome wintry activity was in progress to the 

sounds of a small band* Among the pretty pairs that glided back and 

forth, there was one that I particularly liked* Chiefly, of course, 

the feminine member: a beautiful, trill, blond woman with a beret of 

Crimean lambskin and a laced kind of little Jacket trimmed with cord* 

A small incident, as does not seldom occur on ice, whereby the lady 

sat down not all too softly, raised great merriment, even on the 

part of the pair itself* Soon thereafter, the gentleman helped 

his lady to a sledge-chair which had quickly been produced, and 

pushed her in front of him hither and yon over the width of the ice* 
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Thia handsome cavalier with the flattering cape somehow reminded 

me of the picture that shows Goethe skating at Frankfurt. There¬ 

fore, It was not very easy for me to conceive little hy little tint 

I had before me not him, bat my friend Kuehnelle. 

The event and the discovery of Kuehnelle had somewhat limited 

my field of observation, and now for the first time, I saw liveried 

servants i*.ho had remained standing on the spot where they had 

brought the romantic looking* far lined sledge-chair. Who Is the 

lady, 1 asked at random on onlooker who stood next to me. He said: 

It is Princess Irene. Who? I asked again, and the answer was 

then repeated. 

I now tried to step back somewhat, in order not to be noticed 

by my friend and prospective brother-in-law, and applied myself to 

observation. So startling did this event seem to me, that It was 

as If I had stepped Into the middle of a fairy tale by Musaeus. 

Without having had an idea about it, perhaps I had dealt with an 

enchanted prince who covered his Incognito with the queer name of 

Kuehnelle. 

His manner was completely without seftdlity. As he whizzed and 

passed by me with his lady In the sledge-chair along one edge of 

the rectangular pond, I caught from the voice so familiar to me, 

the address, Your Highness, spoken more than once. Well now, that 

was becoming more and more odl. Did one really have in kuehnelle 

perhaps the Incognito of a prince? Was his engagement to Theresa 

perhaps oriLy a left-handed affair? And was this here his real fiancee? 
r 

Wno could know what pranks might be played by a prince from a royal 

house who possessed the Inclination and the means for them? And t^ 

what rights might he possibly believe he had? The familiarity, the 
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cheerfulness, the high spirits, yes, the happiness of these two 

could not he more evident In a bridal couple; In fact, ICuehnelle's 

shoutings of Joy, as I should like to cdLl It, showed Irresis- 

table outbreaks of a childlike happiness coming from within, and 

vulslon, of a joyful outburst which did not come to full develop¬ 

ment, but Irresistibly conveyed the strength for joy to others» 

A few official pairs, probably young noblemen and ladles In 

waiting, swayed behind the sledge-chair which had the shape of a 

Again the procession passed, and for the third time it passed 

by me* Although Kuehnelle, laughing loud, looked me In the eye 

more than once, he appeared, as far as 1 was concerned, struck with 

blindness» Sooner thon 1 expected, they started unbuckling their 

rlages» The royal party was not fetched away in sleighs, but in 

closed carriages» While still on the ice pond, they had taken a 

cheerful and general leave of Kuehnelle» 

Kuehnelle left the rink too» In striding away under the 

leafless trees of the Grosser Garten, the usual reverie come over 

hlm - as I, who followed him, could notice» And although he had 

remained a certain distance from me, yet had now become more of his 

old self again, I caught up with him and slapped him on the shoulders* 

The meeting was completely of the usual kind» On his part high 

spirited, bright, thrilled» But with all the impetuosity and eager¬ 

ness of the first questions intended for obtaining so^e preliminary 

Information, he left out any mention of Theresa» She was passed over, 

and the impression that he was engaged to her was not created for 

each time it was the suppressed vibration of a laugh and life con 

black swan* Thereon, all skaters followed the retinue» 

Now for the first time I also recognized the royal car- 

one moment 
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Only v;hen wo kid UMK together in the Italldni#«3«?s- Vi Utcj&n, did 

I think It permissable to give rein to my curiosity concerning 

his ice skating partner* You saw me on the ice pond, he said* 

0 well, yes! he shrugged his shoulders defensively: I cm giving 

hor a few piano lessons Just now* 

Whom, X asked, are you giving piano lessons? 0 well, yes, 

he said, warding off more forcibly and as if under bodily pains, 

you know when such things happen to one-—-that is Just what 

happened to me-—- this baron there, von üerkuell. Just wouldn’t 

let himself be talked out of it -I'm Just not suited for some¬ 

thing like thati You dear people, I*m Just not suited at all for 

such things! I played at court-—- Well now! these people don't 

understand anything anyhow——Well, yes* Irene-—-all right— 

so what——she would like——she takes pains——Undoubtedly she would 

perhaps run away with me, but I can never make a pianist out of her* 

Professor! tomorrow I con be a professor* However, I will not 

squander my freedom! Professor, pay, appointment——rather break 

stores right now than spin wool* 

I no lorger know if these were his exact words, but certainly 

Just about like that* Nowhere, I believe, have I mentioned that 

Kuehnelle, to be sure, did not speak the Saxon dialect, and thus 

he did not confound the words Dorf and Torf* His style of ex¬ 

pressing himself, nevertheless, pleasantly disclosed the Saxon in 

him* 

We were lively together* We were in a particularly way as if 

in a plot* Did that perhaps have something to do with the absence 

of Gabriele and Theresa? As to the embezzlement of the sisters* 

property by their cousin, banker, and foimer guardian, he gave only 

a silent shrug of his shoulders* The attempt to speak about the 
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grandmother’© death lied the effect of rakin'” him silent* Only the 

question about Hasper’e health elicited some response from him* 

Ho had written a gro* t piece of nuslc that was to bo played In 

the Oowandhaus at Leipzigl a sort of oratorio - whether It was good? 

—- a shrug of the shoulders * Wlicre Ilaspcr wr 0 staying roment^rlly? 

Perhaps in Leipzig* in Derlini he did not know* - You haven’t quarreled 

have you? - thy so? That Is absolutely unnecessary with me! said 

Kuohnelle* and again that repturo liko chuckle assailed hlm* I have 

already told you often! one really has no one in tho worid* I never 

forjet that* One must at no time* never, at no time forget that! - 

tell* I Interjected* a few are enough for me* one even satisfies me j 

In fact* I can do without anyone! Democritus said* 

That 1 shall not say* that Democritus has said* 1 do not know* 

Each one must find something else through which life will be possible 

for him. 

And with this the subject of Hosper* too* was dropped* 

then I recall this scene today* I ask myself if the bitter 

grimace did not show through Euehnelle’s continuous chuckling now 

end then* In any case, some discrepancy existed between Ilnsper and 

him, the dagree end depth of which I could not Judge* 

Thus* I confessed to nysolf before going to sleop in tho hotel* 

Kuehnelle* the man end the C'se* lind again co~c close to re. How 

strange this mixture of carefree super-abundance on the skating- 

ground end self-willed stubborness in refusink every true relation to 

the world end ran* I do not for-ix'© myself anything* he had said 

sometime during the conversation* I do not Lendl© myself with kid 

gloves, nor the others whom I will or can forgive Just as little for 

persisting to sin dreadfully, for persisting to do evil* People 
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would be to eliminate oneself! Theresa’s cousin Hugo - only this 

one time did he mention the name of his fiancee - Theresa’s cousin 

is the only one who behaved consistently and who forces something 

like esteem from me, - This was contempt and hatred of mankind, 

his ownself not excepted. 

The next morning, the difference between the dashing cavalier 

on the ice course and the reclusion in Kuehnelle’s nature became 

still more apparent. It was twelve o’clock noon when I looked 

him up. Already as I entered the hall of his house, in the neighbor 

hood of Linkers Bad, I heard a piano raging, I found Kuehnelle in 

Just a shirt, working on his Bechstein piano, Ee had improvised 

in the same costume already since eight o’clock in the morning. 

The small room seemed to be only a case for the instrument in which, 
• * 

moreover, heaps, yes mountains of notes were stuffed. There was a 

cup of coffee which had become cold; a dry roll lay untouched. 

You know, he said, it was really unpleasant for me yesterday 

to have to be in attendance, so to say, on the pond of the Palais, 

One only loses valuable time. They steal the most precious thing 

from one! Who can give back, what one must lose in this way? 

And on it went in the raging of pealing measures, without the 

pianist even apologizing for his scanty clothing. He sang too. 

He was completely crazy and enraptured, 

When I saw him this way for the first time in his house, I 

thought of Diogenes, Without knowing it, he really advocated 

oftentimes cynical axioms. His freedom from want was based, to be 

sure, not on complete poverty, but on a private income. In It he 
*nly 

saw the guarantee of his independence. And, if^lt always secured 

him «efey.thi^, it seemed to me, he did not desire the least thing 
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beyond that. And what I saw here, and more so heard, that was 

the real soul of his independence, was the atmosphere, the musi¬ 

cal aura in which he had perhaps revolved as a star at some former 

time, which had crawled with him into the womb and gone forth from 

it with him, his share, his heritage, his true life. Instead of 

the immensity of space, this tub of Diogenes almost bursting with 

tones, this small room inside of the separate, protecting, saving 

eggshell! Now, he cried out to met Karl Maria von Weber! Do 

ft ft | » 
you recognize it? Schubert, Schubert* C-Bsr, Bach, Bach, That 

is from the H - Minor Mass! Beautiful! By God! 

Wagner in. between, - Overture to the Me is ter singer; why not? 

now watch* from the Last Symphony by Beethovenl - 

The description of my excursion would not be complete if I 

should forget an encounter which I had in Leipzig on my return 

trip to Berlin and Fangschleuse • I do not know today why I 

made this detour* In any esse, there suddenly came toward me, as 

I went leisurely strolling through the streets by myself, Hasper 

with a young city-clad lady in whom I only slowly recognized 

Marlenchen, Both were quite in a happy mood, and the companion¬ 

able tone of their conversation no longer left any doubt about 

the relation in which they now stood to each other, 

Marlenchen had learned all sorts and kinds of things in 

Leipzig, I take it* a little French, some literature, how to 

conduct oneself in company, how one must use knife and fork, I 

suspected she was to receive a little polish. It was clear that 

they were preparing to set up housekeeping. They spoke about 

housing difficulties. It was not easy to make the right choice 

as they had to think of the old father, the Councillor, who was 
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only allowed to live one more year In his little house in Meissen, 

which he had sold* Fraeulein Maria Helene, that was her real name, 

declared that it was too boring in Meissen, and that everything 

was lacking there that gives life value and substance* Thus, this 

idyl was also extinguished and hardly remained as a memory* 

I related, I had met Kuehnelle in Dresden, and this caused a 

frequently faltering deluge of words expressing surprise, curiosity, 

embarrassment on the part of the big, slightly uncouth man* 0 sol 

Cell! good old Kuehnelle! good old Dietrich! that was he occupy¬ 

ing himself withî What was he doing and so forth. - If only he 

wereriotsuch a difficult man. He is most extremely difficult, you 

know that, I am eager to know what will become of him yet* Much 

about him is actually ridiculous. He thinks one should take him 

seriously at it too, I am sorry to say, I cannot do it! humility 

fails me! The good man requires a complete lack of will power 

from his friends! - My report of how I had come on him with the 

princess caused an exaggerated laugh mixed with scorn which was 

not quite without envy! Well, so good old Dietrich is becoming a 

courtier! That*s what is going on. That*s what it will come to. 

He must not say too much about consistency either* I was lacking 

in it, he reproached me daily. It will not hold out with him eitler* 

Here#too, I recognized! tbe breach was there. Further than 

this I gave it no more thought for the present* 
f & 
In Augsburg, as well ts“on the Journey back and forth, the 

sisters were again united after a long separation. That had renewed 

the old warmth, the old family ties. 

The wedding, Gabriele related, had now been set for the first 

half of the coming month of May, That was now right‘s too j that was 
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actually necessary* Why should two people who now stood with each 

other as Theresa and Dietrich, Dietrich and Theresa, pine away 

further in an intermediate state, neither fish nor flesh, in which 

they both really suffered* Y/hat Theresa had told her about Dietrich 

was wonderful* If only half of it wdtgp true, he was not only one 

of the greatest and noblest among us men, but also the coming great 

composer, although he wilfully denied, probably not without a cer¬ 

tain intention, owning any kind of creative talent at all* Or was 

that being caused by his modesty? She really gives astonishing 

proofs, Gabriele told me, of his magnanimity, of his irreproach¬ 

able firmness of character* I almost find this degree of virtue 

going a little bit too far* Theresa is carried away by it* He 

allows himself, as she says, no familiarity that might be offen¬ 
sive in the slightest degree* She is to him a Virgin Mary in 

inaccessibility* He looks up to her as to a goddess, as the em¬ 

bodiment of all beauty, of all goodness, of all the purest mother¬ 

liness* 

That is all a little bit overdone, Gabriele continued, and 

in the midst of enthusiastic high praises of this sort, Theresa 

also broke into tears in a strange way. She said that had come 

about because she had gathered from a shrug of my shoulders that 

I believed she was exaggerating* She absolutely did not belong 

among those brides who must always see in their sweetheart the 

paragon of virtue*,.. I had not shrugged my shoulders. Neither 

do I believe that she cried for that reason* Maybe she cried be¬ 

cause she is just a mature young woman, and, like most of the 

Buchenhorsts, is hot blooded* Virtue for such a length of time 

must make one nervous in such a case. 
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Gabriele endedi But otherwise, everything is in order so far, 

I think* And once the wedding has taken piece, a fellow in the 

pink of health like Dietrich will probably no longer insist on 

pureness, virtue, end so on* 

Although I could not picture Kuehnelle as a bridegroom, still 

less as a husband, especially after my latest experience, I suppres¬ 

sed all my fears, since ell conjectural thinking never hes matched 

the burden of life and of facts anyhow* What seems probable to you 

never takes place, and the seemingly impossible occurs. 

The bridal couple wanted to live in Munich since it is near 

Bayreuth# A darling house was found on the Isar# Theresa’s letters 

bubbled over about it, Dietrich had gone into association with the 

musician, Humperdinck* He would take part in the festival concerts* 

Even if it was, so to say, a somewhat subordinated detail work which 

was intended for him, he was no longer frightened by it anyhow ,- 

ï»hat Theresa could do with her sweetheart! It was just the unend¬ 

ing goodness of this charming, sweet creature, it was her touching 

devotion which finally overpowered the demon and the eccentricity 

of this odd person* He had even agreed to a church wedding* 

Kuehnelle, it is true, never spoke about religion, consequently, 

never in antagonistic terms either* Nevertheless, it was evident 

that he would have found every encroachment on his personal sphere 

unbearable. Now, howevert even a church wedding won his approval* 

He was still agreed to other things, pet ideas of his bride-to-be 

that sat in this patrician child’s blood* To her, a wedding cele¬ 

bration like ours did not appear worthy enough. She planned a big 

party on the nuptial eve and then a big wedding at Buchenhorst. 



She wanted to invite ell the relatives. The guests were to take 

lodgings in Dresden or in villages around Buchenliorst• If she 

had prei/atledn' upon. Kuehnelle te..thrt-j to desire or to en¬ 

dure this, it was, as far as womanly tactics are concerned, a 

masterpiece. 

What shall I sayt the day of the wedding neared. All pre¬ 

parations were made and carried out quite to Theresa's idea. 

Because of Gabriele, who had only risen from a second happy child¬ 

bed the beginning of Mey, the event he d been postponed to the se¬ 

cond of June, Theresa desired her sister to fully take pleasure 

in her own happy day; she should be able to dance and enjoy her¬ 

self the whole time. 

They had the old deserted coyntrÿhouse, Buchenhorst, in which 

the uncle still lived as a castellan, scoured from top to bottom; 

they had its countless window panes polished, all corners swept, 

the accumulated rubbish, ashes, dust, rags, debris, pieces of 

string, paper scraps taken away; they had the mildew rubbed off the 

walls, spider webs swept away, damaged places in the tapestry re¬ 

paired, For weeks the upholsterer hid been busy with the draperies 

Dependable servants temporarily engaged were busy. Under the uncle 

supervision, the old family silver, knives and forks for sixty peo¬ 

ple, was brought out and scrutinized. The old damask table cloths 

were taken out of the closets, they had belonged to greet-grand¬ 

mother, and a seven pointed crown had been woven into the fabric. 

It was Theresa's pet Idea to have the old family splendor shine 

once more, as it were, for the departure. The Uckermanns had sent 

Mrs, Reue, their splendid housekeeper from Buenau, Broad and 

stout to look at, with old fashioned wavy and parted hair under 
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an equally old faehloned cap, she directed a swarm of :trai&s*by:fc : 

Jerk of her darkhaired upper lip, all the while chewing bonbons* 

These maids and girls were likewise placed at their disposal by 

relatives who lived on estates in Saxony and Silesia* The magni¬ 

ficent Buchenhorst was well known, and nothing would be more pleas¬ 

ing than to spend a few happy days there, especially during the 

lowliest time of the year* But it was also known that a helping 

hand had to be given if nothing was to be lacking there, since the 

sisters surely covU not take cate itaiulndeed, the rambling castle-like 

house complex for some time already had no longer been in -opera- 

use; at all. 

A it 
7\su -which regards* the choice ofAhusband by the brid^was 

taken for granted* The old man of Buchenhorst had been looked on 

as eccentric, and the daughters, who Just had inherited this 

characteristic, were not to be influenced anyway. All plans which 

one had had with them had miscarried, one and all. The gypsy 

instincts, if not even pie bien ones of the girls parried when the 

conversation was about a rich marriage and one in accordance with 

one*s rank* They would say in all earnestness: Uncle, I am afraid 

of the horse-whip! Auntie, I am afraid of the horse stall* - Dear 

cousin, I would rather see you on the coach box driving four-in- 

hand than moving about in my music room! And so forth and so forth. 

And so then^ these catastrophic marriages came about* If there 

had been twenty sisters instead of two, the rich family Inherit¬ 

ance would have been squandered on twenty gypsies and misers* So 

it was then clear, too, that Buchenhorst awaited the new owner, and 

for that reason, if for no other, It was worthwhile to attend to 

matters* 



My brother Konrad and I bad cleverly erected a platform In 

the hall of Buchenhorst. I had composed a little play for the 

occasion In which we brothers appoared together. It was called 

"The 29th of February" because Kuehnelle and Theresa had become 

engaged the last leap year ofl this day. I almost believe I 

wanted to protest with this play against Muellner and his already 

at that time forgotten fate tragedy. While we were acting, we did 

not suspect that we were standing on the eve of a date which was 

far more remarkable, but which, thank God, was not repeated every 

four years• 

In any case,we had staged there a nuptial eve burlesque 

which truly surpassed considerably that which Is usually performed 

in this line. It was received accordingly. I remember the even¬ 

ing as a most cheerful party. Kuehnelle was In grand spirits. He 

must have wanted to have one last fling with them before the formal 

earnestness of the real wedding day was to come over him. He 

often stroked Theresa’s hair, who was charming to look at In her 

pretty half domestic dress made for the occasion. In considering 

the pair, I secretly hit myself on the breast, so to say, and asked 

myself how I could ever have doubted Theresa’s and Dietrich’s be¬ 

longing together. God himself had Joined them together. 

Gabriele came to me quite shaken, and said with tears in her 

eyes 1 IIow lovely they are! How right it is! They were born for 

each other after all! - I gave her a kiss on her forehead. 

* 

The morning of the wedding arrived. With that, one of those 

days was begun which have already ended at noon, one of those days 

one might also say whose and afternoon resemble the obverse 
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end reversa of a coin which lies on the table* with the latter 

it is night, with the former sunshine. It was a dark afternoon. 

Or was it a dark forenoon? 

About ten o'clock in the morning, Theresa, the bride, stood 

ready for the civil marriage. The coaches had arrived at the 

garden gate, What now happened can be told in a few words, 

Theresa waited, the attendants waited, the coaches waited, the 

remaining guests stood around: they wanted to see the bridal pair 

ride away, 

But the bridegroom was not to be found. 

The waiting put everyone, to begin with, in a light mood. 

If the registrar could not marry punctually, then the whole pro¬ 

cession would perhaps become disorderly* they are no friends of 

hindrance and lateness. But the pendulum-clocks struck a quarter 

past ten without the bridegroom having showed himself* Something 

must hove happened. The unrest which we all were feeling took 

the shape of anxiety on Theresa's part, which was easily under¬ 

stood « At that time there were no private telephones yet, 

Kuehnelle had taken quarters in Koetsschenbroda, but he was al¬ 

ready underway, as the messenger who had been sent for him found 

out and declared. However,'if Kuehnelle was on the way, there was 

no other explanation to be given for his absence except that he 

had met with an accident. 

Conjecture on conjecture became audible, messengers were sent 

out to all possible places. In the meantime, eleven o clock had 

rolled around. About this time a letter was handed to my wife by 

the janitor of a small hotel* 
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Th© note to Gabriele rend* I could not do otherwise# It is 

better now then later when tin misfortune has happened. She has 

lost nothing; therefore, she must get over it. Where I shall go, 

I do not know# I should not like to complicate the affair and 

mark this day with a deed like IIugo^éM# But I am disappearing 

never to be seen again# Farewell# 

In the envelope of the letter, which naturally came from 

Kuehnelle, another one was enclosed for Theresa, You can imagine 

the difficulty of the task which had thus fallen to Gabriele and me# 

The situation in which we found ourselves was in a dreadfully 

comical way tragic, and in a dreadfully tragic way comical. It 

has happened to people here and there, not too often, and will not 

repeat Itself easily again in the future# Whether Kuehnelle*s 

strange behavior is not, after all, to be preferred to a blindly 

continued advance on a road that had been recognized as false, 

everyone may decide for himself# 

The wedding was thus called off# 

A number of problems confronted us# The least important con¬ 

sisted in putting a damper on the scandal outside, throwing out a 

plausible lie to the malicious public, a bone on which their mania 

for sensation had something to gnaw# The registrar end the pastor 

had to be taken into our confidence# Among the wedding guests, 

the most influential, kindest, and most intelligent were to be 

informed, those who then had the task of preventing an immediate 

panic-like breakup in the festivity# This festivity was in reality 

carried out to a certain degree - a chef from Dresden was already 
Vàüüttd 

working with his subordinate cooks in the largeAkitchan of the cook¬ 

house • Most of all, of course, the wedding dinner* a wedding dinner 
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of en exceedingly strange kind such as I stall never experience 

a second time# Finally, however, - what did we care about the gos¬ 

sip? - Theresa herself was here the most important concern# We 

had to decide how Theresa could be prevented from a mental and 

physical collapse# She was in the very greatest danger, Gabriele 

repeated continuously behind locked doors in a remote room, alone 

with me# She cannot live through it! And as I saw how Gabriele, 

who was much more simple in her way and much more capable of holding 

out than her sister, was coming nearer and nearer to a nervous col¬ 

lapse, I myself, believed that she was right, even though I denied 

it nevertheless at the same time# 

It can easily be understood that I was not sparing of words 

concerning my friend Kuehnelle in these most difficult minutes# 

I rather cursed the hour in which I decided to bring him to Buchen- 

horst# Only unparliamentary expressions occurred to me# I saw 

Kuehnelle in a light that consumed every, yes, every charm in him, 

and agreed perfectly with all that which he had said against him¬ 

self and about the wickedness of himself# 

As Gabriele*s calm and composure was no longer to be counted 

on, the consultation with her also having given no result, I left 

her behind whore she was, and commanded her riot to leave the room# 

I now took Kadame Raue into my confidence# After she had overcome 

her deep shock, I went with her to see Theresa* It is true, the roan 

whirled round with me and I did not know what I was going to say, 

still the force of the fact was almighty# In a few minutes you 

will perhaps hold a dead person in your arms, I said to myself, 

but I could not remain silent# 

No! It came out different from- «tot I had thought. We met Theresa 
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all alone. How often is it shown in life where an obstacle appears 

insurmountable, a danger invincible, end and ruin appear inevitable 

that one has been made anxious by an imaginary ghost. As has been 

said: we met Theresa alone. She wore a so-called tailor-made dress, 

grayish brown, fitting well, and suggestive of a riding habit, and . 

on her sleek parted hair was a sort of gentleman*s hat. Her face 

was wan. The whiteness of this face, in which lay two dark fiery 

eyes, made an unforgetable imprint on my memory. I did not believe 

X was hearing right when she said: I know I I know! and very slowly 

took the hat from her head at the same time. 

I asked: What is it you know, dear Theresa? 

I do not need to read the letter at all which you have for me! 

said Theresa. X do not want to read it at all now - after all X 

have struggled and struggled and grappled enough! 

Now I tried to hush up the state of affairs, to lie away for her 

what was unalterable, to endow hopelesness with attractive possl- 
a 

bilities and hopes. It was/settled program cut out for another 

affair which now unrolled itself in a purely mechanical way. 0, 

no, that is out! said Theresa to herself with a confused smile. 

Now she began to walk about slowly. As she came near to me, 

she stood still. Listen, she then said with firm voice, tell every¬ 

one who might want to assail the other one: altogether I alone! I 

am the one to blame! And now you must do everything for me out there. 

I am going to do like I have sometimes done in childhood: when I 

broke a glass and, if possible, something else went wrong, I went 

to bed. 

Now she moved toward the bedroom door. And only exactly in 

the moment that she touched the latch, she sobbed^Âd become un¬ 

conscious. I was quick enough to prevent her from collapsing.— 



These happenings ere forgotten* In the neighborhood where 

they occurred, no one remembers anything about them today. Even 

with those participants who are still alive, they have been ex» 

tlnguished by time. 

Although the anxiety over Theresa had not disappeared, how¬ 

ever, was no longer to be regarded with the worst fears, one cqi 

easily see that the wedding feast went off quite merrily with 

the reduced number of guests* Naturally, a certain reserve in 

the mood was Imposed on the parties concerned, but with the help 

of the good eatables and the wine, the comical aspect in the 

iragl-coraic occurrence won the upper hand and gave cause for 

Jesting end joking, Xe never got tired of drinking toasts to 

the bride’s narrow escape, since It was alleged, by having be¬ 

come rid of this man, she had won a first prize in the lottery 

of life. Apparently, she had a guardian angel# 

Reports about Theresa’s condition were brought down from 

time to time, and it was also said that she had laughed heartily 

a few times with Gabriele, even though through tears* 

Theresa has not married to this day. For a number of years 

she lived in retirement, almost completely in the memory of 

Euehnelle, All kinds of oddities, trips to women fortune-tellers, 

a certain excitement at the arrival of the mall, a preference 

for news about ships could make one believe that her hope had not 

yet completely disappeared Kuehnello might come back to her* 

Xe knew he was In America, I had personally Journeyed to 
» 

Leipzig, had looked up Hasper, and was told by him about this 

particular. He named the steamer with which the eccentric per¬ 

son, fugitive from matrimony, and musician had quit Europe; indeed, 



not as a passenger, but as a coal trimmer* Hi'1th that, my Interest 

in him as well as in Ilasper was laid aside for the time being, and 

only by accident did I learn later that his marriage to Karlenchen 

had not come off either* 

When, after years, nothing was heard from Kuehnelle, Theresa 

prepared a large euto-dafè in whose flames she sacrificed all photo¬ 

graphs, all letters, all musical dedications? in short, all things 

in remembrance of Kuehnelle* To be sure, also after this time, all 

approaches from suitors for her hand remained hopeless as a matter 

of course* She would at no time marry* The sign, said she, which 

she had received from heaven was clear enough* - Theresa never took 

part in weddings* Although after years,ATheresa, Gabriele, and 

I could laugh over the comicalness of the unsuccessful wedding cele¬ 

bration, this had become a terrible dream, which, as Gabriele dis¬ 

closed to me, haunted Theresa continually. 

However, when the first three years had been followed by more, 

and after Theresa had passed her thirtieth birthday, these dreams 

of horror also subsided* She lived in Leipzig* She had worked her¬ 

self into an independent form of life, in the way of a premature old 

maid* Her mode of life was very comfortable and very plesssnt for 

her visitors* Without making much ado about it, the ideal form of 

life which Kuehnelle himself strove fox} now seemed to be actually 

realized by her* 

END 



An Epilogue by the Translator 

If one could have trailed a tall, slender young man with 

long blond hair and a pair of sympathetic blue eyes during the 

early eighteen eighties, one would have been led Into a beauti¬ 

ful valley situated on the right hand bank of a river and sur¬ 

rounded by picturesque hills covered either with woods of linden 

trees and chestnut trees or with well kept vineyards. Having 

taken the main road for a distance, one would have turned off 

and started a long, steep climb on a path bordered by trees and 

shrubs, until one reached a stately looking mansion. This mansion, 

characterized by high windows and a steep red gabled roof, com¬ 

mands an Impressive view of the surrounding countryside and the 

calmly flowing river below. After reaching the house, the young 

man would probably be greeted by a dark-eyed, dark-haired young 

woman whose pale beauty and melancholy expression moke a striking 

impression on all who see her. If one were to follow this pair 

still further, spacious park grounds would be traversed to one 

of their favorite places: the rose-colored shell grotto and the 

chapel where a small bell rings out on certain occasions as a 

symbol of glad tidings; the artistic ruin high in the park; or 

else, the garden spring where she mixes for him a soothing drink 

of wine and water. 

This idyllic scenery provides the setting for the story of 

the ill-fated wedding in "The Wedding at Buchenhorst", The house, 

named Buchenhorst in the novelette, is in reality Hohenhaus, a 

"high house", literally translated; the surrounding countryside 



is known as the Loessnitz situated just holow Dresden in Saxony, 

Germany; and the calmly flowing river is the Elbe. 

The young man and the beautiful young girl referred to are 

Gerhart Hauptmann and his first wife Marie Thienemann* In this 

narrative they bear the fictitious names of Erwin and Gabriele* 

The time covered by the story is approximately a decade, the 

years between 1880-1890. This is the period which includes 

Gerhart Hauptmann*s engagement and his early married life* 

Hohenhaus dates back to the twelfth century when the city 

of Meissen nearby was in the early stages of its growth. At that 

time the mansion was in the possession of bishops who recognized 

the value of the surrounding country for its wine* In fact, the 

former name of Hohenhaus was BJsohofsberg, or Bishop* s Mountain* 

It come Into the possession of the Thienemann family In the year 

1832* During the year 1864 it passed into the hands of Berthold 

Thienemann, a wealthy wool merchant and the father of Marie 

Thienemann, Hauptmann*8 bride* He did much to improve and beautify 

the estate* 

Herr Thienemann’s large family was composed of five girls and 

one boy* They were named Adele, Frieda, Olga, Martha, Marie, and 

Gottlob* Their mother had died while the children were young, 

and the father followed in the year 1880, shortly before the three 

Hauptmann brothers entered the scene* The five sisters, who had 

been educated at the Hermhut establishment in Dletendorf, and 

their brother then lived together under the guardianship of on 

old uncle at Hohenhaus* 
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Daring the fall of 1881 Hauptmann's oldest brother, Georg, 

married ,Adele Thienemann in a ceremony at Hohenhaus, In prepara¬ 

tion for this occasion Carl and Gerhart Hauptmann made their first 

visit to the Thienemann mansion* To Hauptmann it was like being 

in a dream* However, not only the beautiful surroundings of 

Hohenhaus impressed the two brothers* Two young maidens dressed 

in light summer clothes with large garden hats hanging over their 

arms awaited them* These were Martha and Marie Thienemann, the 

two sisters who later became the brides of Carl and Gerhart 
♦ 

Hauptmann, respectively* Hauptmann's reaction to seeing Marie 

Thienemann was that of love at first sight* 

On the eve of their wedding, Georg and Adele were feted with 

a celebration which included the dramatization of Gerhart Hauptmann's 

lyrio poem, "Biebesfruehling"* He had composed it especially for 

the occasion and even had it published through the efforts of one 

of his aunts* Even though the poem is not considered of great im¬ 

portance in Hauptmann's literary career, Vellx A* Voigt in his 

"Hauptmonn-Studlen" notes with interest the appearance of the 

Silesian atmosphere, which was to become so characteristic of many 

of the author's literary works in later years* Three years later 

Hauptmann wrote another play to celebrate Carl's marriage to Martha 

Thienemann* This little play bore the title, nDer Hochzeitszug"* 

Voigt reports that it is similar to Hauptmann's "The Lot of a 

Promethean" (1885)* He also comments on the faot that the dream 

motive, apparent in later works such as "The Assumption of Honnele" 

(1893) and "The Sunken Bell" (1896), is found for the first time 

in this unpublished work* 
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The years following Hauptmann's first visit to Hohenhaus 

were Important ones for Mm* Dissatisfied with the art academy, 

he left Breslau and entered the university in Jena* The Jena 

days provide the opening for the story of "The Wedding at 

Bucherihorst"* It is one of the several episodes which forms a 

framework around the Incident of the wedding* 

The introductory pages dealing with Euehnelle and the stu- 

dent group are reminiscent of the group with which Gerhart 

Hauptmann was actually connected at that time* Konrad is a true 

portrait of Carl Hauptmann who stood at the head of the circle* 

m«in6d*s 
One sees in Pfaff, von Gabier, and Haalhousv the real life^Simon, 

von Sabler, and Holthausen- The professor who is hard of hearing 

con be no other than Professor Boethllng under whom Gerhart 

Hauptmann heard lectures on the French Bevolutlon and Goethe* 

Kuehnelle, the hero of this novelette Is Max Mueller* This group 

come together regularly to discuss subjects of a scientific, 

philosophical, and political nature* Carl Hauptmann took the 

lead In these discussions* He was studying natural science under 

the famous biologist, Ernst Haeckel* He had a burning interest 

for all questions relating to momentous problems* Max Mueller 

in his essay, "Der Nothelfer", describes him as having something 

of the suspense of a hunter who wishes to draw the trigger* Of 

an opposite nature was Gerhart Hauptmann* Mueller describes him 

as usually remaining in the background* If someone wished to see 

hls works of art or hear him read one of his literary composi¬ 

tions, he had to be begged to do so* Theoretical discussions did 
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not interest him* He was interested in people and their fate* 

Even Hauptmann himself, says he was more realistic than Carl, 

who wanted to know nothing of studying to make a living. 

Hauptmann's Breslau friends, Alfred Ploetz, Hugo Schmidt, 

and Heinrich Lux also joined the group from time to time* Host 

of the members had nicknames* Hauptmann, because of his blue 

eyes* was called "lichtel"; Max Mueller, the pianist, "Meo"; 

Ferdinand Simon, who studied natural science and philosophy with 

Carl, "Seo", and Hugo Schmidt, the painter, *Schmeon* 

She incident which seems to be remembered by most members 

is the plan to set up a utopian colony in the United States* 

It was a plan to put their idealistic theories into practice by 

joining the remnants of a group who were thought of as living 

a utopian form of life* From them the student group In Jena 

adopted the name, Icarlans* They collected the necessary money 

to send one of their members, Alfred Ploetz, across the ocean* 

He was to find the remnants of the society and start the students' 

eoonomlo theories working* She remainder were to follow him as 

soon as he had reported to them* However, after two reports 

which were less optimistic each time, Ploetz returned to give 

the third in person, much to the chagrin of the other members* 

Other incidents which are undoubtedly based on Hauptmann's 

stay in Jena, are the banquet at the "Lion” and the hike to Weimar* 

Pfaff *s "Doktorsehmaus", as told in the novelette} is almost 

Identical to the account which Hauptmann gives of Ferdinand Simon's 

banquet celebrating the completion of his work for the doctor's 
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degree* The scene, which really did occur at an Inn named the 

"lion*s Inn”, Is a typical picture of the happy and carefree 

student life existing In those times* The comical Incident 

telling of the innkeeper being led into the room and being per¬ 

mitted to get tipsy on his own champagne can hardly be surpassed 

for its humor* It was common In those times for students to pay 

their bills years after they had left the university and made 

their place in the world* And so it was with this banquet* 

Hauptmann states that Simon paid the bill for it four or five years 

later* It was here, too, according to Hauptmann, that Max Mueller 

first gave evidence of his musical genius by suddenly seating 

himself at the piano and tearing into Lizst's Fifth Rhapsody* 

Unless Hauptmann considers this as Mueller,s first public perfor¬ 

mance, the account conflicts with the one told by Max Mueller In 

his essay* According to him* he ployed for Gerhart and Carl 

Hauptmann one day soon after meeting them* This happened in a 

room of the house where the two brothers were boarding* Seeing 

an open piano, Mueller was unable to resist playing on it* It 

was the occasion which removed all strangeness between the three 

and made them friends from then on* 

Richard Wagner had died In Venice, February 13, 1883* 

Hauptmann and others of the student group spent the evening of 

the fifteenth In commemoration of the great music master at the 

Fuchsturm, not far from Jena* As they started to leave by the 

light of torches, Max Mueller mentioned a Wagner celebration that 

was to take place on the following evening in Weimar* On hearing 

this, Hauptmann says the adventurous idea come to him that they 
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should hike to Y/eimar during the night» visit the famous landmarks 

there the next day) and witness the celebration that night» Those 

who agreed to the plan braved a cold rainy night to do honor to 

the great musician* 

After Jena» the scene of the short novel changes to Buchenhorst» 

Three months have passed daring which Erwin made a trip around the 

coast of the greater port of Europe» For a short while he stayed 

in Italy» where he got a glimpse at ancient art» Again» one is 

reminded of the trip which Hauptmann made in the year of 1883» 

After an attach of malaria he returned to Hohenhaus to recover» 

however» with the idea of returning to Italy as soon as possible» 

On this trip his sympathetic feeling for mankind became more and 

more marked as he saw the suffering and destitute masses in the 

ports of Malaga and Maples» A gigantic struggle was also going 

on Inside of him at this time» He was having difficulty in de¬ 

ciding whether he should pursue a career as cuswlptoft, or one as 

a writer» His early work» "The Lot of a Promethean" presents a 

picture of the turmoil going on within him as well as impressions 

of the various plaoes which he saw» Although difficult to under* 

stand because of its vagueness, "The Lot of a Promethean" is 

nevertheless important for a knowledge of Hauptmann* As he 

convalesced at Hohenhaus, Hauptmann states that Max Mueller and 

a musical friend, Max Umlauft, often came over from Dresden. 

These two musicians played on two pianos and thereby enlivened 

the social life at Hohenhaus» This took place during the summer 

of 1883» 

In "The Wedding at Buchenhorst", Hauptmann places Erwin*s 
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stay at the email spa and the hike to Meissen In this period of 

time* Fowhere In his autobiography does Hauptmann give on 

account of a hike to Meissen with Mom Mueller and Max Umlauft* 

However, the stay at the spa hears great similarity to Hauptmann's 

stay in the small town of Gruben during the summer of 1884, soon 

after his return from the second Journey to Italy* Staying with 

him in Gruben were the painter, Hugo Schmidt, and Max Mueller's 

brother, Oscar Mueller* Hauptmann says that the three of them 

often went to Meissen to see the paintings of James Marshall, one 

time Instructor of art at the Royal Academy of Art in Breslau 

where Hauptmann and Hugo Schmidt had studied* Identical to the 

account in the novelette Is the acquaintance the three young men 

made with three young girls* And In. the narrative, these three t 

young men also made the owner of the small spa, who also held 

many other positions at the same time, drunk on his own bad wine 

so they could enjoy the company of these "children of the air, 

the water, the earth, and the sun", as Hauptmann called them* 

In observing the resemblance between the actual events and 

the Incidents In the short story, one secs that Hauptmann has 

produced a combination of fact and fiction* The visit to the 

home of Marlenchen and Councillor Wuttlch In Meissen is no doubt 

entirely fictitious* It appears os If Hauptmann has let his 

phantasy run free, and In doing so produced a charming fairy tale. 

Marlenchen with her blond pigtails and little red cap, the little 

"gingerbread house", and the philistine life le|f.d by these two 

people produce a romantic atmosphere* The Marlenchen of Meissen 

is o great contrast to the sophisticated Marlenchen one meets later 
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In the stoty* Hauptmann himself calls the Marlenchen of Meissen 

a dream In the part of the narrative where Erwin meets Marlenchen 

and Hasper on the streets of Leipzig» It is also Interesting to 

note that the old councillor bears a resemblance to another of 

Hauptmann's short novel characters, namely to Thiel in "Flagman 

Thiel” (1888)» Both men are elderly and the wives of their first 

marriages died» The tender love and devotion with which they care 

for their children, Thiel for the son of his first wife, and 

Councillor Wuttlch for Marlenchen, the tranquility of their ways, 

and their love of nature are very similar» The two men are also 

firm believers in mysticism» When Councillor Wuttlch returns from 

his walks and says to Marlenchen, "Mother sends you her love", one 

is immediately reminded of the spiritual contact which Thiel keeps 

with his first wife, especially daring the night when she appears 

to him at his work» 

Hauptmann, having given up a career as an artist after his 

eevere typhus Illness In Home, turned to a career of writing» Dur¬ 

ing the happy summer days at Hohenhaus and Gruben he wrote, besides 

the wedding play for Carl's marriage to Martha, a drama, "Das Erbè. 

de£ Tiberius"» Voigt also says that two poems In "Das Bunt© Bach" 

probably had their origin around this time» They ore: "Kapellen- 

glctpklein nuf Hohenhaus" and "Das Maerohen vom Stelnblld"» The 

drama was sent to Âdolf L'Arronge of the Deutsches Theater In Berlin» 

However he refused It, as did Otto Devrlent, director of the 

Hof theater In Oldenbsrg, to whom Hauptmann sent it next» Since 

then most of the drama has been lost, only a few scenes of the 

third act having been saved» The approaching fall days of 1884 
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closed what Hauptmann calls his summer Idyll* 

A year later Hauptmann married Marie Thienemann In a very 

quiet ceremony at the altar of the Frauenkirche In Dresden* 

Much the some as Erwin, he borrowed his wedding suit from the 

old uncle of Hohenheas* Identical^ too, Is the Incident of the 

pastor lauding his works as an artist in Home* The wedding 

dinner was given In a room of the Restaurant Belvedere on the 

Bruehl Terrace* An amusing incident which occurred In connection 

with the wedding celebration Is not given In the novelette* 

The day of Hauptmann’s wedding being on especially beautiful one, 

a great number of people had gathered In the restaurant and on 

the Bruehl Terrace* While Hauptmann was outside, a young officer 

promenading with his girl friend happened to come by, and seeing 

Hauptmann, remarked, "That fellow will surely fall over within 

a week"* 

After the marriage, the oouple set up housekeeping In Berlin* 

Here, Hauptmann had the opportunity of observing life In a bustling 

city where the Individual is swallowed up In the masses* However, 

traces of hls typhus Illness reappeared, and It was decided to 

move to Erkner,asuburb of Berlin* In an atmosphere of quietude 

and fresh forest air, the author slowly regained his health* This 

location provided the setting for several of Hauptmann’s literary 

works, such as: the short novels "Faschlng" (1887) and "Flagman 

Thiel" (1888), end the dramas "The Reconciliation" (1890), "lonely 

Lives" (1891), and "The Beaver Coat" (1893)* 

The four years spent In Erkner are, so to say, the formative 

years In the literary career of Hauptmann* He was not writing 
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for publication at tills time# Instead^he was giving his thoughts 

free rein, and also visiting the heterogeneous masses living in 

the neighborhood* These Included foresters, fishermen, railroad 

workers, laborers at a nearby chemical factory, and others* Of 

Interest during these years are plans for a novel based on the 

life of Jesus, a diary of the life of Judas Iscariot, and an 

autobiographical novel* The former two works resulted in the 

famous novel, "Emanuel Quint" (1910); the latter remained only 

a fragment* These plans were interrupted by associations with a 

group of people bent on reform* In an organization called 

"Durchl" they gathered together to discuss literature, politics, 

and science* Hauptmann attended several meetings, and made the 

acquaintance of such people as Amo Holz, Johannes Schlaf, and 

the Hart brothers, leading figures in the naturalistic movement 

of German literature* His associations with these men, combined 

with impressions received from certain works of Tolstoi and Zola, 

stimulated him in writing a drama first called "Per Saeemann"* 

, With this drama, which appeared under the title "Before Dawn" in 

the year 1889, Hauptmann was acclaimed as the leader of the 

naturalistic movement In German literature* 

Reminiscent of Erwin and Gabriele at this time is the sudden 

loss of Income because of a Thlenemonn cousin, the trustee and 

guardian for the sisters* estate, who made away with all their 

money* However, this fortune was replaced almost immediately by 

another left to the sisters by their grandmother, who died at this 

time* During their residence in Erkner, Frieda Thlenemonn, who 

lived with her sister Olga in Koetzsoheribroda after Hohenhaus had 
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been sold, became seriously 111 and passed away* Hauptmann*s 

wife naturally journeyed to the bedside of her dying sister; 

however* Hauptmann* similar to Erwin* did not choose to acoompany 

his wife* Instead, he made a trip to the region of his birth, 

Silesia* Here he visited the scenes of his childhood days* One 

sees again the resemblance between this act and that of Erwin who 

goes to Dresden when Gabriele attends the funeral of her grand¬ 

mother* One Is Inclined to believe that the Dresden episode* In 

which tu sorhéuihât// different Kuehnelle appears, Is also fictitious* 

The sources Cof Information regarding Max Mueller, the 

Kuehnelle of this novelette* are practically nil* About all there 

Is on him* are the essay written by him in Walter Heynen*s book 

"Mit Gerhart Hauptmann" and a few paragraphs In Hauptmann*s auto¬ 

biography* In on effort to obtain more facts about the life of 

this musical genius* letters were sent to the professor of German 

In Columbia University* Professor Frederick W* J* Heuser* and to 

the L« B* Fischer Publishing Corporation In New York* Professor 

Heuser replied that his knowledge of Max Mueller^ too^ was based 

on the essay* He also says that he tried unsuccessfully to meet 

Mueller In Berlin* about 1920, at which time he was still living* 

The Fischer Publishing Corporation, whose firm S. Fischer published 

the majority of works by Hauptmann and on Hauptmann In Germany, 

was not able to give any information on the pianist whatsoever* 

It Is hoped that later years will bring to light more facts con¬ 

cerning Max Mueller*s life* especially since he and Gerhart 

Hauptmann formed such a close friendship during their stay in Jena* 
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By reading Max Mueller’s essay, "Der Hothelfer", one receives 

the impression that he, like Kuehnelle, led a very unhappy life 

during his youth* Like Kuehnelle, he says that he never knew what 

it was to he a child, and that his youth had been trampled on* 

The world to him seemed to he made up of people who were either 

indifferent, lazy, or scornful* Only as he lost himself in the 

realm of music did he lose sight of the actual world and begin to 

live a life of his own* However, after he had played the last 

note, he again slipped hack into the life of reality, a life which 

meant to him the same as a prison to a convict* In other words, 

he seemed to possess a double life: his human life and his 

artistic life* 

After turning his hack on his family, Max Mueller fed studied 

music* Unfortunately, he lamed the muscles of his arm from^much 

practice,. and as a result he had to forsake a career as pianist* 

He journeyed to Bayreuth where he thought of securing work which 

would enable him to use his musical knowledge* However, Wagner 

was in Palermo and the time of his return was uncertain* After 

weeks spent in hitter agony, Mueller deoided to leave and to apply 

himself to a new occupation* This resulted in his registration 

at the university in Jena in the fall of 1882* He could not become 

Interested in the lectures of Eucken, Falkeriberg, liebmann, 

Boethling, and others* The studies in philosophy, history, and 

medicine seemed to provide only a momentary escape from his pent 

up paroxysms of doubt and despair* His longing for his lost pro¬ 

fession became more and more acute* In the depths of inner misery, 

there came a helper in the person of Gerhart Hauptmann* Before he 

knew it, he was drawn into the student group led by Carl Hauptmann, 
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and accepted as a member* His first impulse was to flee; however, 

the fact that the group consisted of men who pursued a polioy of 

criticizing scientific, philosophical, and political ideas, not of 

one another, made him feel more comfortable* In this group he 

could maintain his habit of silence* Hauptmann and Mueller soon 

found themselves drawn into a group of their own which Mueller 

called the Gerhort-Meo group* Instead of discussing philosophical 

and scientific problems in which neither were very much Interested, 

they poured out their soulls and their ideas of art* Both had 

similar natures, quiet and reticent; bothwere artists; and both 

shared a thorough dislike for systematlc schooling to which they 

had been Subjected during their youth* The association with 

Gerhart Hauptmann enabled Max Mueller to forget his inner straggles 

for a while* 

In his autobiography, Hauptmann characterizes Mueller as a • 

quiet person who^natare it was to be retrospective* Ha^kel*s 

slogan, "Impavldi progredlapbr", with which he and his brother 

Carl and their friend Simon tumbled out of bed every morning, did 

not apply to Mueller# Nor did he possess the enlivening spirit 

characteristic of the students in Jena* However, this might have 

been due somewhat to the fact that he was two years older than 

most of the students* He was no ordinary person* 

And neither is Euehnelle an^ ordinary character* To the eye 

he is a handsome and healthy young man* He is cheerful to everyone 

he meets* However, beneath the surface, all is not well* He comes 

from a family in which there is continuous strife* The manner in 

which his emotions arise, especially against himself, when dis¬ 

cussing his family relations is heart; rendsXfcag even for the strong- 
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willed Theresa* He literally hates himself and his parents for 

bringing him Into the world* It Is a traglo picture of person 

who is emotionally unbalanced* That which elicits enthusiasm 

from others in the student circle produces silence in him* If 

he does raise any hind of protests they are in the form of ques¬ 

tions* Kuehnelle also has peculiar mannerisms* If he is ashed 

for an opinion on some incident, he usually gives a shrug of the 

shoulders, and on obscure yes or no, followed by words which 

start somewhere but end up exactly no place* One incomplete 

sentence follows the other until he drops the whole matter with 

a peculiar movement of his body* Another pet hate of his. is the 
t f _) 

one for rigid, disciplinary sehooling,lvhich is as passionate as 

lbs his love for masic$) His love affair with Theresa is also of 

the most unusual hind* He regards her as a goddess not to be 

touched* He seems to treat his love affair very nonch&lontly 

when one considers that he carries on a conversation in which he 

mentions Theresa,s name only once* and that in a very remote 

connection* The only-times in which we see Xuehnelle in a lighter 

mood is at the piano in the inn and on the pond in Dresden* In 

the latter he is as joyful and carefree as a child* He is actually 

enthusiastic* However, after the skating party breaks up and 

leaves, he slides back into his old personality with each step he 

takes* The picture of Kuehnelle in his scanty clothing playing 

on the piano in a small room, in utter oblivion of everything else, 

is one of genius gone mad* Even when Erwin enters he keeps on 

playing Bach, Beethoven# Schubert, Wagner, and others; he does not 

even apologize for the way he looks* He is indeed a psychopathic 
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case# 

The character who Is probably to be the most admired In the 

short novel Is Theresa* To handle the eccentric Kuehnelle in each 

a way as to bring him almost In sight of the altar Is an accomplish¬ 

ment* More to be admired is the manner in which she emerged from 

the trying ordeal of being stood up Just before the ceremony* It 

is interesting to see how she succeeds In subjecting Kuehnelle to 

all her wishes* One Is inclined to believe that it was she who 

suggested the marriage* Theresa is very much shocked and scared 

the first time Kuehnelle rages against himself and his family* 

A weaker woman than Theresa would ^ave prpbably let the matter go 

and congratulated herself on escaping a horrible fate* Mot so 

Theresa* Ashamed of her momentary weakness» she tackles the 

human problem of Kuehnelle from a new angle* In her determination 

to win Kuehnelle» some of her religious piety returns* She is 

stirred by the idea of self-sacrifice: she wishes to become his 

good angel» to save his life* With this plan she seems to succeed* 

The engagement being settled» she sets out to accomplish more* 

She succeeds In obtaining Kuehnelle*s agreement to a big wedding 

and to a festive celebration* Having taken the lead in all steps 
lr 

of her marriage, Theresa is not the person to succumb to bitter 

disillusionment when her bridegroom falls to appear* With complete 

control over herself, she rapidly recognizes the facts of the 

situation, even before they are told to her, and she is not 

surprised over the result* She does not rage against Kuehnelle, 

nor does she allow others to pity her* She realizes that it is 

she who pushed Kuehnelle into the affair, and says so* She treats 

her failure to succeed as she has treated others from childhood 
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days on: she simply goes to bed* The ordeal having been a trying 

one, even for a strong-willed woman like Theresa, she bursts Into 

sobs and faints* However, she recovers quickly, and even as the 

guests partake of the wedding feast, she laughs at the comicalness 

of the situation* 

Theresa seems to have taken the attitude of a fatalist after 

her disappointIns love affair* She refused other offers of 

marriage with the explanation that "the sign she had received from 

heaven was clear enough"* Ironically enough, she retired to live 

a pleasant and satisfying life alone, the ideal form of life which 

Kuehnelle,always sought but never could find* 

The prototype of Theresa was In real life one of the Thlenemann 

sisters, namely, Olga* In his letter, Professor Heuser relates 

that he met Olga Thlenemann around 1921* He describes her as fol¬ 

lows: "She was a rather mannish looking woman and laughingly said 

to me that she was glad there were not four Hauptmann brothers, 

else she might have married one, too*” He also states that she has 

been dead for some years, a fact which Voigt also states In Volume II 

of the "Hauptmann Jahrbuch"* 

Just when Olga Thlenemann*8 wedding was to have taken place 

Is a.big puzzle* In the novelette, it occurs two years after 

Hauptmann*s marriage* However, according to Volume II, of Voigt*s 

"Hauptmann Jahrbuch", Hohenhaus was sold shortly before his 

marriage* Therefore, If the wedding was to have taken place at 

Hohenhaus, which seems to be the case according to Voigt, It must 

have been during the same year as Carl*s and Martha's marriage 

which occured In 1884* This Is only an assumption, since there Is 
on uJhi’cJt 

no definite informât Ion ^to base a conclusion* In all probability, 

the date of Theresa*s and Zuehnelle’s wedding is fictitious* 
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In relation to other works Hauptmann, It Is Interesting 

to note the resemblance the short novel hears to one of Hauptmann,s 
* * 

early family dramas, namely, "The EeconcIllation"» Two characters 

of this drama, Wilhelm and Ida, have a striking similarity to 

Euehnelle and Theresa» The situation between these two couples 

Is much the somewise. 

The drama centers about the Scholz family, to which Wilhelm 

belongs, whose members are continually at strife with one another» 

This Is a condition Identical to the tragic relations In Euehnelle*s 

family» In both the drama and the story, the two men have led 

unhappy childhood days, and been subjected to strict disciplinary 

training» Both ore pianists of great musical skill» Euehnelle*s 

account to Theresa of his unhappy days os a child and a young man 

are Identical to the scene In the drama In which Wilhelm relates 

the same story to Ida, his fiancee* Both EUehnelle and Wilhelm 

are reticent and retrospective by nature» The similarity goes 

still further» They are loved by women who wish to become their 

life partners, and so provide the affection and understanding 

which they ore In need of» Euehnelle and Wilhelm alike are obsessed 

by what one might call a hereditary complex which makes them shrink 

away from the thought of marriage* In fact, Euehnelle finally does 

flee» They are afraid that the corrupt and Infamous blood of their 

families will be Inherited by their children, whereby they visualize 

a continuation of the strife and dissension of which they are so 

weary» They also fear that the emotional unbalance will destroy 

the sweet and pure dispositions of their lovers» Wilhelm wishes to 

break off his engagement; however, Ida will not consent to It» 
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The end of the drama leave© one in doubt as to the outcome of 

their romance. 

Theresa and Ida also have similar characteristics. Both 

possess a courageous nature in the face of great difficulties, and 

they have a determined will to surmount these difficulties, even 

if they must sacrifice their own happiness. Their treatment for 

the complicated emotional life of their lovers is characterized 

toy the utmost tenderness and devotion. Unlike Kuehnelle and Wilhelm, 

who see the possibility of destroying the emotional stability of 

their respective brides. Theresa and Ida have complete confidence 

in the successful outcome of their marriages* They handle differ* 

ently from Alfred Loth in "Before Dawn", who, like Kuehnelle, also 

flees from marriage. However, Loth shrinks from marriage, not 

because of some hereditary fear on his side, bat because of the 

alcoholism prevalent in Helena*s family. Unlike Ida and Theresa, 

he is dubious about the outoome of a marriage to a person whose 

family is not sane and healthy, even if some exceptions appear. 

Besides the novelette, Hohenhans also provided-the setting for 

one of Hauptmann*8 comedies with the title, "The Maidens of the 

Mount" (1907). In the midst of an atmosphere of friendly warmth 

and captivating cheerfulness created by five charming sisters, 

Eros holds sway. - It is reminiscent of the days spent by Carl and 

Gerhart Hauptmann at Hohenhans during which their brother Georg 

married Adele and they themselves fell in love. There is a young 

sculptor who also likes to write verses. Similar to Erwin in the 

narrative, he,too>composes a wedding play for the nuptial celebra¬ 

tion. Like so many of Hauptmann's works, including the novelSttej 
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it stains, on attack on systematic education* 

In addition to the short novel and the comedy, there are 

many other works which deal with Hohenhaus; however most of them 

still slumber in the archive of Hauptmann*® home in Agnetendorf* 

Of those which have been published, the most notable is the epic 

poem, "Mary"* In it Hauptmann recounts the happy days spent at 

the mansion during the early years of his manhood* They are 

memories which recur to him on a visit to favorite spots of the 

estate forty years later* Two smaller poems also deal with the 

estate and were written there* They are to be found in "Das Bunte 

Buch" (1888)* Their titles are "Zapellenglo'pkleln auf Hohenhaas" 

and "Das Maerchen vom Steinbild”* 

Yolgt mentions several plans and fragments which he saw in 

the archive* One is a plan for a drama, "Goldene Zeitenj which 

he places around the year 1892, and which he states is undoubtedly 

the forerunner of "The Maidens of the Mount"* Then thore are parts 

of an autobiographical novel, "Homan der Euschwejjh"; a short story, 

"Borthold Basofreund"; a fragment, "Der Kaufmann"; and several 

poems* Part of an unfinished epic poem, "Der Grosse Traum" has 

been published in Voigt*8 "Hauptmann Jahrbuch", Volume I* This 

part,tooy deals with the days Hauptmann spent at Hohenhaus* 

One can see the important role the stately looking mansion 

played in Hauptmann’s life* In fact, Paul Schlenther In his 

Hauptmann biography recalls the incident in which Hauptmann inter¬ 

rupted the reading of one of his newly completed dramasColleague 

Crompton", to look toward Hohenhaus while enroute by train from 

Berlin to Vienna* He deolared then, that should he ever write a 

play like Shakespeare’s "Midsummer Might’s Dream", it could only 
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have Hohenhaus as Its setting* 

The s tory of "The Wedding at Buchenhorst" Is a charming one. 

It is told In simple narrative style carried on in the first 

person* Interest never lags for a moment as each little episode 

seems to have a particular Quality and substanoe of its own* 

The enthusiastic and carefree spirit of youth prevails throughout. 

All in all Hauptmann has deftly used masterful strokes to produce 

a delightful little novel. 



HOTE: With a view toward publication of 

this work for the general reading 

public, footnotes have been purpose¬ 

ly omitted from the critical essay. 

For the convenience of the examiners, 

a bibliography has been added which 

gives a list of books and articles 

referred to by the translator. 
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